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ABSTRACT

A speedy restoration of a power system can minimize the consequences of a total

or partial blackout. Due to the increase in system reliability, major disturbances occur

less frequently and consequently system operators receive little experience in restoration.

Power system operators seldom get working knowledge of restoration of a whole system

from their daily work. However, system operators can be trained to handle the necessary

steps of restoration with the help of a simulation program. This research attempts to

address this need.

In this research, a simulation program named as Intelligent Training Agent (ITA)

has been developed to train system operators the steps of power system restoration. An

object-oriented approach has been utilized to develop the graphical user interface of the

simulation program. A case-based reasoning approach has been applied to form the
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required knowledge base of the simulation program and to perform the reasoning task.

Several numerical analysis algorithms have been used to verify the restoration actions.

By using the case-based reasoning mechanism, the proposed intelligent agent can

provide a restoration plan when the initial system conditions are known and the goal

state of the system is submitted to the ITA. System operators, therefore, can interact with

the agent through the object-oriented graphical interface. The interface will enhance the

operator's learning process. The structure of the agent consists of an object-oriented

graphical interface block, a case-based reasoning block, and an action check block.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Electric Power System Restoration Issues

It is well known that an electric power system has three operating states: normal,

emergency and restorative states. Most of the time a power system operates in a normal

state. A large disturbance may,however, put the system into an emergency state. A large

disturbance, for example, a fault in a power system that triggers the fault clearance

protection relay or failure extension protection relay to trip the circuit breaker (CB) to

clear the fault, may cause some degree of collapse, or blackout. The extreme

consequence of this occurrence is total blackout. In a total blackout condition, a system

basically has no sustainable generation connected to its transmission system.

The system then enters into a restorative state in which system operators try to

reenergize the area where the power is down. The control process whereby a system is

reenergized is referred to as power system restoration (PSR).

The problem of power system restoration following a complete or partial collapse
is practically as old as the electric utility industry itself. It is recognized that the effects,

both real and potential, of a prolonged blackout on the public, the economy, and on the

power system equipment make a rapid, effective restoration very important. On

November 9 of 1965, a blackout in Northeastern portion of the United States, including
New York City and six other states, brought a loss of 21,000 MW'load to an area of

approximately 200,000 km 2. The total cost of the blackout has been estimated to be

more than $100 million [1]. A blackout in France on December 19, 1978, affected three

quarters of the country -a loss of total 29,000 MW load and cost of approximately $200

million [1]. It was reported that 67% of Sweden lost power, costing Skr 300 million

during a blackout that occurred in Sweden on December 27 of 1983 [1]. From the facts

stated in references, it has been found that due to the size and complexity of modem
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power systems and our growing dependence on electric energy, costs of blackouts have

vastly increased. Although there has been an increase in power system reliability and

major disturbances occur less frequently, the absolute security of system can hardly
achieved. In a reliable system, operators receive little experience in restoration.

Power system restoration is a process of switching operations and scheduling

generations while considering operating limits of generators, transmission lines,

transformers, bus voltage, line flow, etc. These limits are rather complex and difficult to

be characterized in a fixed form with conventional optimization. Therefore, it is a typical

field where, under actual operation, troubles are remedied via the experience of skilled

operators. If system operators are well prepared and adequately trained for power system

restoration, the cost of system blackouts can be reduced significantly.

1.2 Power System Restoration Training
During restoration, system operators are faced with a state of their system that is

quite different from that they are accustomed in day-to-day operation, and for which the

Energy Management System (EMS) application programs at their disposal were not

designed and are not well adapted for power system restoration.

There are distinct differences between a normal state and a restorative state in

terms of relevant models, objectives, and the information available at the control centers

to support the models. In a normal state, the primary objective is to minimize the cost of

production, subject to certain security constraints. EMS application programs that help
to attain this goal incorporate models that primarily represent the steady state behavior of

a power system.

By contrast, during a restoration process, the objective is to minimize restoration

time and the amount of unserved energy, with security as a subsidiary objective, and

without regard to production cost. Many dynamic phenomena, ignored during normal

operation, playa critical role during restoration.

It is also important to note that during the restart and reintegration phases of PSR,

a power system often consists of some islands. Most of the automatic controls have
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tripped or are deactivated and the system is primarily under manual control. During
these early phases of PSR, wide voltage and frequency variations are tolerated. Under

large perturbations of long duration, the models and simulations which have primarily

been developed for small perturbations during a normal state will not accurately

represent the behaviour of the power system and its components.

To help power system operators in dealing with system restoration, most power

companies maintain restoration procedures developed as part of a general system

restoration plan which is usually developed well ahead of time based on postulated

scenarios, certain operating philosophies and practices. System operators should be

trained to make them familiar with the restoration fundamentals, restart capabilities of

their power plant and the reintegration peculiarities of their systems. They must also be

capable of handling a myriad of unpredictable events which may occur during

restoration.

In order to make system operators aware of the difficulties that may arise during

system restoration and to help them improve their ability to handle those difficulties, all

possible activities related to restoration process and their cause-effect must be addressed

in a PSR training process. The activities of common concern in a PSR training generally
include: how to assess the status of the collapsed system and deactivate automatic

switching equipment; how to black-start units to supply station service to plants and

substations, how to start-up the thermal units; how to energize large sections of

transmission lines avoiding violation of sustained overvoltages and pick up load in large

increments without declining the system frequency; how to reduce the standing phase

angles when synchronizing subsystems and how to coordinate power plant start-up

timings with load pick-ups to bring generators to their stable levels and within the range

ofmajor analog controllers.

1.3 Power System Restoration Training Tools

As mentioned earlier, due to the increase in power system reliability, major
disturbances occur less frequently and consequently system operators receive little

experience in restoration. The need to train power system operators to restore their
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system is well recognized. A variety of tools are being used to develop and deliver

system restoration training programs. The salient features of some of these tools are

explained below.

Self·Study Methods

In a self-study method, portions of restoration training are handled with written

material or video tape presentations. Self-study methods comprise a relatively small

portion of the overall training effort. Although an operator may learn some of the

fundamentals through these methods, more practical means are needed where an

operator would learn to apply the restoration principles.

Classroom Techniques

Classroom style training usually is conducted by a combination of system

operation, generation plant, and field operation personnel. "What if' type situations

usually are discussed in detail. These programs basically provide operators with a

practical understanding of the basic principles involved in system restoration so that

unexpected problems can be solved. The utility's restoration policy, and its goals, are the

core of these programs.

The topics of classroom techniques fall into two categories:
1. Generic -This area includes necessary bulk power system restoration fundamentals,

and addresses major issues that the operator needs to consider during a restoration.

2. Utility Specific -Training addresses a utility's restoration plan and its priorities,

assessment methodologies, specific job responsibilities, communication techniques,
and notification requirements are covered.

Drills

Drills are basically role-playing exercises which usually are expanded to include

field, plant, and other utility personnel.

A key to a good drill lies in the extent of the exercise. It should involve as many

people and events as would be involved in an actual bulk power system restoration. A

major problem is the difficulty of making all kinds of personnel available for the drill

and thus the exercises cannot be run frequently. Therefore, there is a growing attention
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on various applied tools and techniques used to develop and implement effective bulk

power system restoration training programs.

Computer-Based Training

Computer-based training is receiving growing attention largely due to its ability
to include simulations of restoration process in the training by utilizing a graphical user

interface. Operators can make some interactions with simulation programs during their

training process, visualize the process of cause-effect and then discover what works and

what does not work. In an interactive environment, their learning abilities are

significantly enhanced. Another advantage of computer-based training is that it can be

designed as a student-paced, self-learning method. Operators can decide their own time

of engagement in training; there is no need to coordinate and schedule a class with an

instructor and other students. Since system operators typically work on rotating shifts,

the ability to allow a student to schedule a training session at odd hours is invaluable.

Very little work has been done in the computer-based training, the research work

documented in this thesis is armed to meet this requirement.

1.4 Overview of the Research

The goal of the research is to develop a computer-based training simulator to

train system operators in the necessary steps of power system restoration. There are

several objectives which are related to reach the goal. The first objective is to develop an

graphical user interface (GUI) which provides a basic foundation for a user to interact

with and to visualize the actions of the simulator. The second objective is to develop a

reasoning system which generates restoration plans. The final objective is to develop a

validation system which provides system profiles to assess the restoration plans.

Although traditional expert system techniques have proved to be more effective in

proposing restoration plans than the analytical methods [2,3], the knowledge acquisition
bottleneck and maintenance have become the major barriers in the application of the

expert system techniques. A new expert system approach, called case-based reasoning

(CBR), has been applied in this research. A CBR system proposes a solution to the

problem on the basis of the past cases saved in it's library. Each subsequent solution
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becomes a new case and is saved in the case library. A CBR approach, therefore, can

overcome the disadvantages of the traditional expert systems. CBR approaches can be

utilized to solve a wide range of problems in various fields. Very little has been done to

implement CBR approaches in the area of power system restoration, this research begins

to fill the void by demonstrating that a CBR architecture is useful for generating

restoration plan.

A computer-based simulation program called an intelligent training agent (ITA)

has been designed and developed for training power system operators to handle

restoration condition. The ITA has three subsystems shown in Figure 1.1: a graphical
user interface (GUn, an expert system, and an action checker. An object-oriented

approach has been used to develop the GUI. Various power system elements can be

drawn, displayed and manipulated on the screen with the help of the GUI. A CBR

approach has been utilized to develop the expert system. Some restoration scenarios

from the past and their corresponding remedial actions have been collected and stored in

the case library.

Graphical User Interface

Figure 1.1 Architecture of the Intelligent Training Agent

When a new situation is submitted to the ITA, the ITA will retrieve the best

matched case and provide a restoration plan. Based on the system information, the action

checker subsystem will run a load flow program and provide a system profile to the

operators as a form of feedback to their actions.
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1.5 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is organized into seven chapters. The first chapter introduces the

restoration training problem, reviews briefly the concept of the problem and discusses

the different kinds of training tools available at current time and presents the

methodology which is used in this research. In Chapter 2, one of the object-oriented

approach methods, called Fusion, is introduced [4], and its concept, terminology and

notations are explained in detail. Chapter 3 lays out the issues in applying the Fusion

techniques to develop a graphical user interface and presents the software

implementation of the proposed techniques. Chapter 4 introduces the philosophy of CBR

methodology and its architecture in more detail to allow understanding of the

complexities involved and illustrates the benefits of CBR. Chapter 5 describes the

design of the case-based reasoning system, strategy and algorithm which are used in the

implementation and shows some test results. Chapter 6 presents the concept of the action

checker subsystem and the algorithms which have been used in the software

implementation. A brief summary of the work and some conclusions are provided in

Chapter 7.
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2. OBJECT-ORIENTED APPROACH

2.1 Introduction

In recent years, object-oriented approaches have become a popular choice for

software developers. Software developed using an object-oriented approach is generally

user-friendly and provides graphical interpretations of input/output and resulting system

states. In an object-oriented approach, objects become the "atoms" of object-oriented

computation, which are utilized to map elements in the physical world. The objects, not

only consist of data to present their characteristics and state, but also, embed methods to

describe their behaviour. Messages are sent between objects resulting in the invocation

of methods which perform the necessary actions. The sender of the message does not

need to know how the recipient organizes its internal state, except it's responses. This

produces a programming model remarkably different from the traditional "functional"

programming. In a traditional programming approach, the abstract nature of the

programming method allows itself to fit in almost any domain, but there is no direct

mapping to the physical world.

A traditional function-oriented computational model is shown in Figure 2.1. In

this model, the atoms of computation are the functions which operate on a single shared

state. The shared state is usually static, and it's structure does not change during

execution, although the values in the structure do. Even if the system can be divided into

independent modules, each with control over some part of the state, a function-oriented

approach has no underlying model to determine how this division should be

accomplished.

An object-oriented model is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The large rectangles

represent the objects, and the arrows between them represent the messages. The state of

an object, represented by the ovals on the diagram, is concealed inside the object. The

only way to read or change an object's state is by sending messages, and each object
"takes responsibility" for how it responds to a message.
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,
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Figure 2.1 Function-Oriented Computational Model

Control flow

� System operation
........... Data flow

Client

Casher

Figure 2.2 Object-Oriented Computational Model

Objects are grouped into classes when they have the same data structure and

share the same interface, that is, respond to the same messages in the same ways.

Classes are the building blocks of the object-oriented programming languages.
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When an object-oriented program is executed, objects come into existence, perform

actions, and then cease to exist or become inaccessible. An object-oriented

computational model is, therefore, essentially dynamic in nature.

2.2 Object-Oriented Development Methods
Since the introduction of "object-oriented software construction" (OOSC) by

Bertrand Meyer in 1988 [5], several object-oriented approaches (OOA) have been

developed by computer-aided software engineering (CASE) vendors. The notable object

oriented development methods are: Booch [6], Object Modeling Technique (OMT) [7],

Business Object Notation (BON) [8], Class Responsibility Collaborator (CRC) [9], and

Fusion. Although these methods use different notations to describe their paradigms, the

software development process in each case can be divided into three stages. These three

phases are: Object-Oriented Analysis, Object-Oriented Design, and Object-Oriented

Implementation. The output from each phase is the basic input for the next. Different

problems are addressed in different phases and each phase has its own conceptual

models, notations and heuristics.

Object-Oriented Analysis: In this phase, a specification will be produced to

document the deliverable of a system under design based on the original requirements.
Classes of objects that exist in the system and their relationships to each other are

identified. Operations that can be performed on the system and their sequences are

produced.

Object-Oriented Design: In the second phase, the specification document is

taken as input. It delivers models that show how system operations are implemented by

interacting objects and how classes are referenced with respect to each other. During this

process, the system operations that have to be implemented by the run-time behaviour of

interacting objects, and the appropriate inheritance relationships between classes are

defined.

Object-Oriented Implementation: The third phase takes the design document

as input and encodes the design in a programming language. The outputs is software

code. Inheritance, reference, and class attributes are implemented in programming
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language classes and object interactions are encoded as methods belonging to a selected

class.

Since the Fusion method is developed from the first generation of object-oriented

methods, it integrates some of the best aspects from each method. The core features of

Fusion show reflections of some features of OMT, Booch and CRC. Therefore the

Fusion method has been chosen as a tool to develop the GUI in this research. The

Fusion's concept and notation are described hereafter:

2.2.1 Object-Oriented Analysis
The goal of an object-oriented analysis model is to capture as many requirements

of a system as possible in a complete, consistent, and unambiguous fashion in the

specification. It accomplishes its goal by constructing two models: an object model and

an interface model of the system. These models concentrate on describing what a system

does rather than how it does.

2.2.1.1 Object Model

The purpose of an object model is to capture the concepts that exist in the

domain of the problem and the relationships between them. At the appropriate level of

abstraction, almost anything can be considered to be an object and can be identified. In

addition to being able to be identified, an object can have one or more values associated

with it. These values are called attributes. The attribute values of an object can be

changed, but the numbers and names of the attributes of an object are fixed. An object
has two fundamental properties. First, it is always possible to distinguish distinct objects
even if they have the same attribute values. Second, the identity of an object cannot be

changed. Objects are grouped into sets, called classes. A class is an abstraction that

represents the idea or general notion of a set of similar objects. Different approaches
that are used to classify object are illustrated in Appendix A-2.

2.2.1.2 Interface Model

An interface model defines the input and the output communications of a system.

A system is modeled as an active agent that interacts with an environment. An

environment is a set of entities which usually are human users, or other hardware or
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software systems. The basic characteristics of an entity is that it must be active when it

communicates with an agent. An event is an instantaneous and atomic unit of

communication between an agent and its environment.

An input event to an agent and the effect it causes are called a system operation.
A system operation may create a new instance of a class, change the value of an attribute

of an existing object, add or delete some roles of objects from a relationship, or send an

event to the environment. Only one system operation can be active at any time.

The interface between an agent and its environment is defined by a set of system

operations to which the agent can receive input and the set of events that it can output to.

There must be at least one schema for each system to describe its operation. The syntax

of the various components of a schema is shown in Appendix A-3.

2.2.2 Object-Oriented Design
During the design stage, software structures are introduced to satisfy the abstract

definitions produced from analysis. The output of a design phase is an object-oriented
software structure that contains the same information as in the object model and the

functionality defined in the interface model.

Four models are developed during the design phase.

• Object interaction graphs which describe how objects interact with each other or with

the environment at run-time to support the functionality specified in the interface

model.

• Visibility graphs which describe the object communication paths.

• Class descriptions which provide a specification of a class interface, data attributes,

object reference attributes, and method signatures for all classes in a system.

• Inheritance graphs which describe the class/subclass inheritance structures.

2.2.2.1 Object Interaction Graph
In the design stage, an object interaction graph is constructed to implement each

system operation which has been defined in a corresponding analysis stage. An object
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interaction graph defines the sequences of messages that occur between a collection of

objects to realize a particular system operation.

Development of an object interaction graph starts with the identification of the

objects involved in a schema. The role of each object in implementing a specified

operation must be decided next. The controller in an object interaction graph receives the

request to invoke a system operation, and therefore, system operation is a part of the

method interface of a controller. Other objects which collaborate and cooperate with the

controller to implement the system operation are identified as collaborators. Object
interaction graphs are developed for each system operation during the design.

2.2.2.2 Visibility Graphs
In the second stage of the design process, the communication paths between the

objects in the system operation are realized by developing visibility graphs. The purpose

of a visibility graph is to define the reference structure of classes in a system. Objects
must have access to other objects to allow the communication required by the object
interaction graphs developed in the first stage of the design process.

A visibility graph is represented as a diagram whose components are client

boxes, server boxes, and visibility arrows. A client box represents the class requiring an

access and is a rectangular box containing the name of the class. A server box represents

the object being accessed and is a rectangular box containing the name of the object and

its class. A visibility arrow is a directed arrow from a client class to a server object. The

arrow means that the client has access to instances of the server via an access path.

An access from a client to a server may have four types of visibility relationships:

reference lifetime, server visibility, server binding, reference mutability.

Reference Lifetime of an access can be either dynamic or permanent. When a

client needs to send a message to a server in the context of a single method invocation,

the access can be given through a parameter or by a local variable of the method. In this

situation, a dynamic reference is specified on the visibility graph. Conversely, when

reference to the server object persists between method calls, a permanent reference is

required.
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Server Visibility can be defined as either exclusive or shared. An exclusive

visibility reference guarantees that at the time of any method invocation, only one client

will have a reference to the server. Otherwise, the shared visibility of a server is

accessed by several clients.

Server Binding indicates a lifetime relationship between a server and a client.

When the lifetime of a server is related to the lifetime of a client in such way that if the

client is deleted then the server should also be deleted, the lifetimes of the server and the

client are bound.

Reference Mutability indicates whether a r�ference can be reassigned after

initialization. If a reference is not assignable after initialization, it has constant

mutability .

All representations of class visibility are shown in Figure 2.3.

2.2.2.3 Class Descriptions
After the development of the visibility graphs for all classes, the next step is to

collate information from the system object models, object interaction graphs, and

visibility graphs into class descriptions, one for each class. During the development of a

class description, the methods, data attributes, and object-valued attributes for each class

are established.

Each method is introduced by keyword method followed by the name of the

method and its signature. Methods are derived from object interaction graphs. All object

interaction graphs in which the objects of a class participates should be considered

together. Messages sent to the objects (i.e., the incoming arrows) are collected together
to form the interface of the class.

2.2.2.4 Inheritance Graphs
After the initial class descriptions are produced, the inheritance structures

required in the system are designed to position the classes in the inheritance graph.
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Figure 2.3 Representations of Visibility Graph

2.2.3 Object-Oriented Implementation
In the final stage of an object-oriented approach, the design results are mapped

into the soft code by using specific programming language. In this research, the mapping

of a class description into softcode has been realized by using C++. The class
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descriptions generated during the design phase provide most of the class specifications
such as attributes, method signatures, and position in inheritance hierarchy.

There are three types of attributes defined in class descriptions and they are,

namely, object-value attributes, collection attributes and the plain attributes. Attributes

of class descriptions will be class members in C++. An object-valued attribute is

usually implemented by using a pointer or a reference type in C++. A collection attribute

is usually implemented as a set, bag, list, or a vector and a plain attribute can be

implemented in all kinds of data types that C++ permits. Attribute Qualifiers, Mutability,

Binding and Sharing, can also be implemented in C++. The "const" attribute of C++ has

the same meaning of Mutability. An Unbound object is implemented by a pointer in

C++. A Bound object can be implemented by using a class type that embeds the server in

the client. A Shared attribute can be freely passed as a parameter, returned as a result, or

assigned into other variables in C++.

The methods of class descriptions are implemented as method members of a

class and redefinable methods are declared as virtual methods in the base class in C++.

The "is a" clause of class descriptions is implemented by naming the given class

followed by the parents names in C++.

2.3 Summary
In this chapter, the object-oriented methodology of the Fusion approach has been

introduced. The issues that have been covered so far include the three stages of software

engineering. The three stages are:

1. Object-oriented analysis, which produces two models: the object model and

the interface model.

2. Object-oriented design, which introduces the object interaction graph, the

visibility graph, the class description, and the inheritance graph.
3. Object-oriented implementation, which transfers the result of the design into

soft code.
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3. APPLICATION OF OBJECT-ORIENTED APPROACH

3.1 Introduction

Power system components can be modelled as objects in an object-oriented

approach. The objects representing power system components then can be combined to

form an object with a higher hierarchy with the attributes of a section of a power system.

The objects representing various sections of a power system can be combined to form a

super object with the attributes of an entire power system. The objects and their various

combinations can be displayed on a computer screen with the help of a graphical user

interface (GUn. A GUI is the centre piece of an object-oriented program. A user can

provide input to the system through a GUI and obtain various outputs through the same

GUI. A GUI can be used to manipulate the objects representing power system

components to investigate various system configurations. By utilizing a GUI, system

analyses can be performed on different configurations of a power system
. in an

interactive manner. The graphical displays of system configurations and the interactive

nature of an object-oriented approach will make it an effective tool for the training of

power system operators.

3. 2 The Draw Function: Requirements
A system operator can draw single-line diagrams of various sections of a power

system by utilizing the Draw function of a GUI. In this research, a generic Draw function

has been designed. The function has been implemented in C++ programming language.

The proposed Draw function should allow a user to accomplish various tasks

through a mouse-driven direct manipulation mode of operation. When a user starts the

Draw function, a blank window will appear on the screen. A user can draw the shapes of

power system elements such as generators, transformers, circuit breakers, transmission

lines and buses on the screen. By drawing, moving and rotating these shapes, a single-
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line diagram of a power system can be formed which is shown in Figure 3.1. The

connections between power system components to form necessary paths from electric

generators to electric consumers are 'shown on single-line diagrams. When a single-line

diagram is formed, the user can create a file and save the diagram into a file for future

retrieval and modification. All elements which appear on the single-line diagram have

their own attributes, and can be accessed through dialogue boxes.

E.B.CAMPBEll

CODETTE

Figure 3.1 A Power System Single-Line Diagram

3.3 The Draw Function: Analysis
In the analysis phase, a precise description of the Draw function is developed.

Based on the description of the Draw function, object models and an interface model

are developed.
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3.3.1 Object Models for the Draw Function

When a user selects the Draw function, aWindow is displayed on the screen. The

user can select various commands from the menu bar to accomplish various tasks. When

the user selects the "Exit" command from the Window, the Draw program is stopped.
From this part of the requirement, the three classes and their relationships can be defined

in the following manner.

Classes: User, Draw, Window.

Relationships: A user runs Draw; Draw creates aWindow. A user selects commands on

the Window; and upon selecting "Exit" from the Window, the Window sends a stop

message to Draw function. With the information of classes and their relationships, an

initial object model has been drawn and is shown in Figure 3.2.

User Draw Window
Connnands

Figure 3.2 Object Model for Draw Function

Several other classes, that interact with the Window class to perform the Draw

function, are defined. These classes are GraphicalObject, ObjectBuilder, WindowDC,

Point, Pen, Brush, Input and Output. ObjectBuilder class shows temporary changeable

shapes of power system elements on the screen. GraphicalObject class draws a

permanent shape of elements on the screen. WindowDC class includes essential

information about the device context with which a user works on, such as the default

foreground and background colors, font, which are used for drawing elements. Point

class contains the x and y coordinates of the screen where the elements will be located

and drawn. Pen and Brush classes contain the size of a pen and a brush. Input class reads

data from a file, and Output class writes data to a file.
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When a user uses the Window, the Window creates the ObjectBuilder, the

ObjectBuilder records the Point where mouse is located and creates the GraphicalObject.
The Input reads data from a file and the output writes data to a file. This information, as

shown in Figure 3.3, allows the GUI to draw an object on the Window.

User

Attributes

Connnands

Attributes

Window

Point

GraphicalObject

Attributes

WindowDC

Attributes

Attributes

ObjectBuilder

Attributes
Pen Brush

Output

Attributes

Attributes

Figure 3.3 Object Model for Window Class

Input

Attributes

The GraphicalObject and the ObjectBuilder have been defined as superclasses
that encapsulate most of the common features related to the graphical display of power

system elements. Each of these superclasses is made up of several classes directly related

to the modelling and drawing of individual power system elements. The inheritance

relationships between ObjectBuilder, GraphicalObject and their children classes are
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shown in Figures 3.4 and Figure 3.5. Figures 3.2 to 3.5 constitute the object models for

the Draw function and its environment.

LoadObject

Attributes

LineObject

Attributes

GraphicalObject BusObject

Attributes Attributes

�

.......

BreakerO bject

Attributes

GeneratorObject

Attributes

TransformerObject

Attributes

Figure 3.4 Inheritance Relationship for GraphicalObject

3.3.2 Interface Model for the Draw Function

The object model developed up to this point covers the Draw function and its

environment. The next step is to determine the boundary between the Draw and its

environment. In this case, the system boundary between the Draw and its environment is

quite clear. A user interacts with the Draw function, therefore, he/she belongs to the

environment.

3.3.3 The Draw Function: Operations

The interactions between the Draw and the environment are accomplished by a

set of system operations. These operations are:

• Draw_Breaker

• Draw_Generator

• Draw_Transformer

• Draw_Bus
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LoadBuilder

Attributes

LineBuilder

Attributes

ObjectBuilder BusBuilder

Attributes Attributes

"'

......

BreakerBuilder

Attributes

GeneratorBuilder

Attributes

Trans formerB u ilder

Attributes

Figure 3.5 Inheritance Relationship for ObjectBuilder Class

• Draw
_
TransmissonLine

• Draw_Load

• Draw_Text

• Open_File
• Save_File

• LeftButtonDown

• LeftButtonUp
• RightButtonDown
• MouseMove

• Rotate_Shape_Right
• Rotate_Shape_Left
• Rotate_Shape_UpsideDown
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The schemata for some of the system operations of the Draw function are

described in the following paragraphs. The syntax of the various components of a

schema is shown in Appendix A-3.

When a user selects "Load" command from the menu of the Draw function, the

Draw_Load operation is activated, which in tum creates the LoadBuilder object and

sends a new shape of the cursor to the screen. The clause Changes specifies this

creation. Since the operation does not access any values, the Reads clause is empty.

When the Loadbuilder is created, the corresponding cursor is used to substitute the arrow

cursor and appears on the screen. The Result clause shows this change. Since there is no

precondition that has to be matched, the Assumes clause is empty. Figure 3.6 shows the

complete schema for the system operation Draw_Load.

Operation: Draw_Load
Description: Draw power system load shape on screen

Reads:

Changes: new LoadBuilder
Sends: new cursor

Assumes:
Result: Cursor is changed to new shape

Figure 3.6 Schema of Draw_Load

The LeftButtonDown operation is activated when a user clicks and holds the left

button of the mouse down. The program anchors the coordinate of the current mouse

location if an object of the ObjectBuilder already exists, or finds out the object of the

GraphicalObject that contains the current mouse coordinate. The precondition for this

system operation is the existence of an object of the ObjectBuilder or an object of the

GraphicalObject. If there is no new creation of ObjectBuilder object, then the rotation

flag is set. All of the information is presented in the Assumes clause. The system

operation extracts the coordinate of the mouse specified in the Reads clause. It is

recorded in the Changes clause, whether anchor is set or the current object is found.

Since the operation does not send anything to the screen, the Sends clause is empty. The

Results of the operation is that either an anchor is set or an existing object is found.

Figure 3.7 shows the complete schema for this operation.
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Operation: LeftButtonDown

Description: Anchor the coordination of the screen if an object of
ObjectBuilder exists, otherwise find the object of GraphicalObject
which contains the coordination

Reads:

Changes:
Sends:
Assumes:

Result:

Coordination ofmouse

ObjectBuilder.SetAnchor or CurrentObject equal to Find.Object

Builder exists, or not

Figure 3.7 Schema of LeftButtonDown

The schema of LeftButtonUp system operation is shown in Figure 3.8. When a

user releases left button of the mouse, the coordination of the mouse is recorded in

Reads clause. The shape of an element is created on the screen if an object of the

ObjectBuilder exists. When no object of the ObjectBuilder exists, the system releases

the mouse capture and sets the dragging flag to false. The activities are recorded in

Changes clause. When a new object of the GraphicalObject is created, repainting flag is

set. The Sends clause will send a message to inform the window to repaint itself. The

Results clause delivers the shape of the corresponding object to be displayed on screen.

Operation: LeftButtonUp
Description: Create the object ofGraphicalObject on screen if a builder exists,

otherwise release mouse capture.

Reads:

Changes:
Sends:

Assumes:
Result:

Coordination ofmouse
new graphicalobject
Repaints window messsage

new shape is created, or old shape is moved to new place

Figure 3.8 Schema of LeftButtonUp

The system operation Open_File is quite straightforward: a user selects the

"Open" command from the File menu of Window, and inputs the file name to the

Window. The operation reads each object from the file into a container which is a

collector of the GraphicalObject (for the time being it is assigned the name of the

container) and displays all of the objects on screen. The Reads receives a file name, the

Changes clause records that a new container is created. The objects of the

GraphicalObject are added to the container and a message that the Window needs to be
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repainted is posted to the Window's paint operation. Objects read from the file are

displayed on the screen through Sends clause. Since there is no need for a precondition,
the Assumes clause is empty. The objects displayed on screen are recorded in Result.

The schema for Open_File is shown in Figure 3.9.

Operation: Open_File
Description: Open a file, read each object into container, inform

the Window to display objects on screen

Reads: File Name

Changes: Create a container, add each object into it

Sends: Send paint message to the Window

Assumes:
Result:

Figure 3.9 Schema of Open_File

Once a power system single-line diagram is created, a user can save it. This

activity is recorded in the schema of Figure 3.10. The system operation Save_File is

activated by selecting the Save_File command on the Window menu bar. The

command Reads the file name and write each object from the container into the file.

Since this operation does not send any event to the environment, both Sends and

Changes clauses are empty. The Assumes clause is empty too because there is no need

for precondition.

Operation: Save_File
Description: Open a file, write each object into it

Reads::

Changes:
Sends:
Assumes:
Result:

Attributes of each object
Write each object from container into me

Figure 3.10 Schema of Save_File

MouseMove operation can be activated when a user selects the Draw and then

clicks the left button of the mouse or when a user points the cursor at one of the

elements on single-line diagram and then clicks and holds the mouse. In the Reads

clause the mouse coordination is recorded, and the Offset from the current position to
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original position is calculated. The system Changes the position of the element, and

Sends repainting message to the window object to update the location of the element.

The assumption that the left button of the mouse has to be pushed down is recorded in

Assumes. The result that either the size of the shape is changed or the shape is

relocated, is recorded in Results. The schema of this operation is shown in Figure 3.11.

Operatiom MouseMove

Description: Show temporary shape of the object on screen if a builder exists,
or moves an existed object on the screen.

Reads: Mouse coordination

Changes: Offset of the shape position or set drag

Sends: Set repaint window message
Assurnes:
Result:

Figure 3.11 Schema of MouseMove

3.4 The Draw Function: Design
In the design phase of the Draw function, the abstract definitions which have

been developed in the analysis phase are converted into object-oriented software

structures. Following models have to be developed during the design phase for the Draw

function:

• Object interaction graphs,
• Visibility graphs,
• Class descriptions for each class, and

• Inheritance graphs.

3.4.1 Object Interaction Graphs
An object interaction graph shows what objects are involved in the computation

and defines how they collaborate in response to an operation. The first step is to identify
the objects that are involved in the realization of an operation. For example, in the

operation Draw_.Load, the objects involved are a window object, a builder object and a

point object. In the second step, the role of each object in implementing the operation is

decided and an object is identified to play the role of a controller. In the case of the

Draw_Load, the window object is the controller, since it receives the messages related to
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the operation. The third step is to decide how the functionality of the operation is

distributed among the various objects involved. In the final step, the distribution of the

functionality of the system operation is recorded in an object interaction graph. The

object interaction graph for system operation Draw_Load is shown in Figure 3.12. The

syntax of an object interaction graph is shown in Appendix A-4.

(1)
Create( )

Draw_Load window:
Window

(2)
point:Point=get_window_loca() new

builder:

(4) LoadBuilder

set_cursor(app:App, cursorID)

(3)
clip_cursor(rect)

Figure 3.12 Object Interaction Graph for Draw_Load

In the operation LeftButtonDown, the window object is the controller. It

collaborates with builder and container objects to execute the operation. When the

message of LeftButtonDown is sent to the window, the window considers two situations.

In the case of the existence of a builder, it passes the current position of the mouse to

the builder and asks the builder to anchor the position. Then the builder creates a new

object called de from BuilderDC class to initialize the device context for settings of

color, pen and brush. In the case of the absence a builder, the window inquires the

container to iterate until the right object containing the mouse position is found. This

object interaction is shown in Figure 3.13.

The object interaction for the operation LeftButtonUp is shown in Figure 3.14.

When this operation is invoked, the window object checks the current state of the Draw

function. If no builder object exists, the window sends itself a message to release mouse

capture. Otherwise, the window sends a message to the builder to create a new object of

the GraphicalObject. Then the window object sends a message to add this newly
created object into the container. After the task is done, the window object sends itself a

repainting message to refresh the window appearance on screen with the newly-created

object.
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LeftButtonDown (point Point) window: set_anchor builder:
-

Window
-

ObjectBuilder- -

[builder]

(1 ')
create

right=find_right_one(point:Point) ,

new dc:
" BuilderDC

...... - ............

(1)

(1.1)
(window)

,obJects, ,

.GraphicalObject-
, '

Figure 3.13 Object Interaction Graph for LeftButtonDown

(1)
-

release_mouse( )

LeftButtonUp r (1 ') (1' .1)

(pointPoint) window: I create( ):object_ create( ) new
builder:

object:-

Window I
-

BuilderObject
;::.

[builder] GraphicalObject
l

(1 '.3)
(1'.2)paint (window) r .............................. "

add (object) : objects:
-

-.

: GraphlcalObJect:
. .
..........................

Figure 3.14 Object Interaction Graph for LeftButtonUp

When the window object receives the invocation of Open_File operation, it

checks the system state. If there is an open file, it innovates Save_File message to save

that file first. After that file has been saved, the window object sends a message to a

dialogue object to get a file name from the user and creates an object called in from the

Input class. It sends in object a message to open the file, and read data into an

GraphicalObject, and then the window sends a message to the container to add that

GraphicalObject into it. Finally, the window sends itself a repaint message to refresh the

screen. The object interaction graph for this operation is shown in Figure 3.15.

In Save File operation, several objects are involved: a window object which

acts as a controller, a dialogue object from the Dialog class, an out object from the

Output class and a container of the GraphicalObject. When a window object receives a

Save_File message, it sends a message to the dialogue, asks it to get the file name from

a user. The window object will either create or open a file depending upon the existence
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of the file. After this task is done, the window sends a message to the container, and

asks it to write all current GraphicalObjects from the container into the file. The object
interaction graph is shown in Figure 3.16.

(1)
save_file (check_open=true)

(2)
object=read( filename )

window:

__O_p_e_n__F_il_e--i� Window in:

Input

(4)
paint ( )

(3)
add_object (object) , objects:

'-----------: GraphicalObject :

Figure 3.15 Object Interaction Graph for Open_File

Save File window: file=get_file_name ( )
-

dialog:
-

-

-

Window
- Dialog

I (2)
create (file) -

out:
-

Output
(3) ... - - - - - -

write_object (out) : objects:
-

-

(1)

GraphicalObject:, ,

I I

Figure 3.16 Object Interaction Graph for Save_File

3.4.2 Visibility Graphs

A visibility graph shows the communication paths between objects necessary to

realize programming operations. A visibility graph can be used to identify the objects

that have to be referenced to perform a given operation. The same graph can also be used

to identify the type of those references. The development of a visibility graph for the

Window class is discussed in the following paragraphs.

Depending upon its lifetime, a reference to an object can either be of permanent

or dynamic type. If a client needs to send a message to a server in the context of a
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singular method invocation, access can be given through a parameter or by a local

variable of the method. A dynamic reference will be specified on the visibility graph to

represent the message passing. The Window sends messages to the ObjectBuilder in

several object interaction graphs. This reference is, therefore, useful in several contexts,

and should be of permanent type. It is the same for the Container, the WindowDC and

the Point. As for the GraphicalObject, it only acts as a parameter of one method, and

therefore, is defined as a dynamic reference. The Input, the Output and the Dialogue

classes are used once as local variables, and therefore, are shown as dynamic
references. Since the WindowDC class defines the device context for the Window itself,

it should be a permanent reference.

In the object interaction graphs, the ObjectBuilder, the Container, the

WindowDC receive messages only from the Window, and thus each of these references

is exclusive to the Window. Since the GraphicalObject, the Dialogue, the Point, the

Input, and the Output may receive messages from classes other than the Window, they
are shown as shared references.

The next step is to consider the binding of the server objects. The Cont.ainer and

the WindowDC have the same lifetimes as that of the Window, therefore, they are bound

to the Window. The Input, the Output, the ObjectBuilder, the Point, and the

GraphicalObject objects have lifetimes that are separated from that of the Window, and

therefore, are unbound and appear outside theWindow.

Finally, the mutability of the references to the server are considered. Since the

above mentioned references are reassignable after initialization, they are not constant.

The visibility graph for the Window class is shown in Figure 3.17.

3.4.3 Class Descriptions

Class descriptions specify the internal state and external interface of a class. The

development of the class description for the Window is illustrated in this section. Class

descriptions for other classes can be derived in similar ways. From the object
interaction graphs which involve the Window, the following methods of the Window

are yielded:
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I-

P:Point-

Window

-I Ob:ObjectBuilder

.....� In:lnput II I... C:Container

.. ...� IOut:Output

-II W,WindowDC II .... ·� D:Dialogue I
.....� G:GraphicalObject I

Figure 3.17 Visibility Graph for Window

• LeftButtonDown ( )

• LeftButtonUp ()
• MouseMove ( )

• RotateShapeRight ( )
• RotateShapeLeft ( )
• RotateShapeUpsidedown ()
• Draw_Load ( )

• Draw_Generator ( )

• Draw_Transformer ( )

• Draw_Breaker ( )

• Draw_Text ()

There are four permanent references in the visibility graph of the Window and

they have been defined as object-valued attributes in the class description of the

Window, the Container, the WindowDC, the ObjectBuilder and the Point. There are four

dynamic references in the visibility graph of the Window and they become local

variables in some of the Window methods. With this information, the initial Window

class description has been completed as shown in Figure 3.18.
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Class Window
attribute windowDC: exclusive bound WindowDC
attribute container: exclusive bound Container
attribute objectbuilder: exclusive ObjectBuilder
attribute graphicalobject: GraphicalObject
attribute point: bound Point
method draw_load ( )
method draw_generator ( )
method draw

_
tranformer ( )

method draw_breaker ( )
method draw

_
tranmission line ( )

method rotate_shape_right ( )
method rotate_shape_left ( )
method rotate_shape_upsidedown ( )
method left_hutton_down ( )
method left_button_up ( )
method mouse_move ( )
method open file ( )
method save file ( )

endclass

Figure 3.18 Class Description forWindow

3.4.4 Inheritance Graphs and Updating Class Descriptions
The final step in a design process is to build an inheritance graph for the classes

identified by the object model and the object interaction graphs, and documented in the

class descriptions. Since the Draw function in this research has been developed based on

the Borland object window library (OWL) environment [10], several classes that belong

to OWL have been utilized in developing the Draw. These classes are explained below:

• TApplication acts as an object-oriented stand-in for an application module. It

supplies the basic behaviour required of an application, and its member functions

create instances of a class, create main window, and process messages. The Draw

class is derived from the TApplication.
• TWindow provides window-specific behaviour and encapsulates many functions that

control window behaviour and specify window creation and registration attributes. It

has been used as the base class forWindow class.

• TStreamableBase supplies the basic functionality of a streamable object. Objects
that are created when an application runs are temporary objects. They are

constructed, used and destroyed as the application proceeds. Objects can appear and
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disappear as they enter and leave their scope, or when the program terminates. By

making objects streamable, they can be saved either in memory or file, so that they

persist beyond their normal lifespan. TStreamableBase provides the function of

saving the objects permanently on a disk using file streams. They can then be read

back and restored by the same application, or by other instances of the same

application, or by other application. Since each created object of GraphicalObject
needs to be stored as a persistent object for later use, the GraphicalObject is derived

from TStreamableBase.

• TClientDC provides access to the client area owned by a window and the

WindowDC, the BuilderDC and the GraphDC are derived from it.

• TDialog encapsulates the behaviour of dialogue boxes, it supports the initialization,

creation, and execution of all types of dialogue boxes. The Dialogue class used in the

GUI is derived from TDialog.
• TDC: When working with the Window™ Graphical Development Interface (GDI), a

device context has to be used to access all devices, from windows, printers and

plotters. The device context is a structure maintained by GDI that contains essential

information about the devices with which a user is working, such as the default

foreground and background colors, font, palette, and so on. TDC class contains most

of the device-context functionality and the TClientDC is derived from it..

• TRect encapsulates the properties of rectangles with sides parallel to the x-and y

axes. In ObjectWindows, these rectangles define the boundaries of windows, boxes,

and clipping regions. It contains four data members which represent the top left and

bottom right (x, y) coordinates of the rectangle.
• TPoint encapsulates the notion of a two-dimensional point that represents the

coordinates x and y on the screen. TPoint has two data members,. Member functions

and operators are provided for comparing, assigning, and manipulating the

coordinates. The Point class is derived from it.

• TPen encapsulates a logical pen. It contains a color for the pen's "ink", the pen

width, and the pen style and the Pen class is derived from it.
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• TBrush encapsulates a logical brush. It contains a color for the ink, a brush width,

the brush style, the pattern and the Brush class is derived from it.

• ipstream is an input stream class for reading streamable objects and the Input class is

derived from it.

• opstream is an output stream class for writing streamable objects and the Output
class is derived from it.

The ObjectBuilder class is a combination of the following subclasses:

TransmissionLineBuilder, BreakerBuilder, GeneratorBuilder, TransformerBuilder

LoadBuilder, and BusBuilder. Although these subclasses overwrite some virtual

functions of the ObjectBuilder, they have no functionality and attributes beyond the

ObjectBuilder and therefore, their class descriptions can be dispensed with. The

subclasses derived from the GraphicalObject class are: LoadObject, LineObject,

BusObject, BreakerObject, GeneratorObject and TransformerObject. These classes need

more attribute values to describe their characters and connections with other elements.

3.5 The Draw Function: Implementation
The models developed in the analysis and the design phases have been

implemented in C++. Some of the C++ features that have been utilized in the

implementation are:

• inheritance, which is realized by parent and children classes relationships;
• encapsulation, which is realized by making a class member private, protected,

and public; and

• polymorphism, which is realized by using a single name to denote objects of

many different classes that are related by common superclass. Any object

denoted by this name is able to respond to some common set of operation.
3.5.1 Implementation of Class Descriptions

The information needed for the implementation of the Window, the

ObjectBuilder and the GraphicalObject has been collated in their respective class

description. The implementation stage is essentially the translation of the class

description into a programming language.
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The attributes of different classes in this research have been translated into C++

programming language. The translation of the Window class is illustrated in the

following paragraphs. All other objects and classes have been translated in a similar

fashion.

The Window class has five object-valued attributes: the WindowDC, the

GraphicalObjects, the Point, the ObjectBuilder and the Container. The WindowDC and

Container are bound to the Window class in an exclusive manner, therefore, these

attributes are embedded in the Window instances not as pointers. The Point is bound to

the Window class and is embedded to the Window class despite being shared. In

contrast, the attributes of the ObjectBuilder and the GraphicalObject are not bound to the

Window, they become C++ pointers. All these attributes are made private, since there is

no derivation of the Window. The next step is to develop the declarations for the

methods of the Window, some of them have parameters and return values. Since most

of them interact with the environment, they have been defined as public function. The

resulting C++ codes for the Window class are shown in Figure 3. 19.

3.5.2 Implementation of Method Bodies

The implementation of two member functions of the Window, the

LeftButtonDown and the LeftButtonUp, will be illustrated in this section. Other member

functions can be implemented in a similar fashion.

The LeftButtonDown is a virtual function of TWindow and it must be

overwritten in the Window class. In this function, the iteration through all objects stored

in the container object is implemented by using one of the iterate templates of OWL that

matches with the template applied for the container in the class declaration as local

variables of the function. The code for the LeftButtonDown method is shown in Figure
3.20.

The LeftButtonUp operation can be implemented by overwriting the LeftButtonUp

function of the TWindow. This operation has no parameters, because all the objects it

sends messages to are attributes of the Window. Since the lifetime of the objects created
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from the ObjectBuilder end after this operation, the objects have to be deleted from

memory. The codes for the LeftButtonUp are shown in Figure 3.21.

class Window: public Twindow {
private:

lPoint mouseCoordinate;
GraphicalObject *rightObject;
ObjectBuilder *Builder;
TISetAs Vector<GraphicaIObject> Object;
WindowDC thisDC;

void AddObject (GraphicalObject *obj );
publici

Window ();
void CmBus ( );
void CmLoad ( );
void CmLine ( );
void CmBreaker ( );
void CmGenerator ( );
void CmTransformer ( );
void Cm'Iext ( );
void CmRotateRight ( );
void CmRotateLeft ( );
void CmRotateUpsideDown ( );
void EvLButtonDown ( lPoint & point );
void EvLButtonUp (lPoint & point );
void EvMouseMove (lPoint & point );

};

Figure 3. 19 C++ Window Class in C++

3.6 Summary
The development of the Draw function has been illustrated in this chapter. Fusion

method has been applied to develop the Draw. function. The user interaction with the

aUI has been implemented based on a mouse-driven direct manipulation mode of

operation. The aUI has been designed to conform with the current aUI trends based on

how mouse actions are translated into display effects. Uniformity throughout the aUI

has been achieved by the use of a small number of mouse manipulations that trigger the

same class of response for each object type. The applicable mouse actions are select,

drag and double-click. The select operation is accomplished by clicking the left mouse
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button with the cursor on the desired object. Once the desired objects are selected, the

menus or further mouse actions may be used to alter the object's attributes. The drag
action is performed by holding down the left mouse button while moving the mouse. It is

used to move selected objects or to connect objects on the display. One of interfaces

shown in Figure 3.22 is achieved by a set of mouse manipulations. The double-click

action is used to pop-up a breaker's dialogue boxes to display and alter the breaker's

attributes. A pop-up attribute box for the breaker object shows the breaker's name and

allows the user to open or close the breaker and set its normal condition. From the dialog

box, another dialog box can be displayed which displays the breaker's connection in the

single-line diagram.

Void Window:: EvLButtonDown (1Point & point) {
if ( builder == 0 )
{ TISetAsVectorIterator<GraphicalObject> Find (Objects);

{ while (Find ! = 0 )
{ if ( Find.Current ( ) -> box.Contains (point »

{
{ if ( Rotate != 0 )

{ Find.Current ( ) -> RotateShape ( Rotate );
Invalidata ( );
Rotate = 0; }

else
mouseCoord = point;
dragging = 1RUE;
SetCapture ( );
rightObject = Find.Current ( );

}

Find ++;

}
}
}

else

Builder-> SetAnchor ( point );

Figure 3.20 LeftButtonDown method in C++
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Void Window:: EvLButtonUp (lPoint & point) {

if ( Builder == 0 )
{ if (dragging)

{ dragging = FALSE;
ReleaseCapture ( ) ;

rightObject = 0;

else

AddObject (Builder-> CreateObject ( ) );
delete Builder;
Builder = 0;
Invalidate ( );

Figure 3.21 EvLButtonUp Method in C++

E.B.CAMPBELL

CODETTE

Figure 3.22 An Interace of the GUI
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4. CASE-BASED REASONING

4.1 Introduction

Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a technique that allows a system to reason from

past experience rather than from first principles. CBR is an attempt to model human

beings' ability to reason from experience. When people encounter situations in everyday

life, they tend to relate it to their previous experiences. Each new experience is processed
and understood in terms of things that have happened before. This makes the task of

handling a new situation much simpler than if no prior experience is used.

Human experts in most fields seem to be able to relate their knowledge in terms

of experiences they have had. Designers of traditional rule-based expert systems, for

example, must try to distill general recurrent experience from these various experience's.
CBR attempts to reason directly from the experiences themselves, rather than from the

rules derived from the experiences.

The basic idea of CBR is to retain a library of experiences, or "cases", and to use

them in future reasoning. A CBR reasoner examines the current situation or problem and

extracts its main features. When required, it searches its library of cases and retrieves,

via some appropriate indexing scheme, the relevant past experience. The system then

adapts the previous experiences to form a solution to the problem at hand. After

suggesting a solution, the reasoner criticizes the solution. If more changes are necessary,

it adapts the solution further and criticizes it again. This is repeated until the reasoner is

satisfied with the solution. It then applies the solution in the domain for which the

system is designed and evaluates the results.

A typical CBR reasoner consists of several components: a case-retrieval

component, a solution proposal component, solution adaptation and criticism
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components, a solution application component, an evaluation component and a

storage/generalization component. A typical CBR process is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 The CBR Process

A detailed discussion of each of the components in a CBR system and various

approaches to some of the problems will be discussed in the following sections.

4.2 Case Representation
A case is a contextualized piece of knowledge which represents an experience

and situation which is related to that experience. Case representation involves

determining what to store in a case and how to store it efficiently. Kambhampati [11]

suggests that the important issues in case representation are functionality and ease of

acquisition; that is to say, the components of the case should be useful to the reasoning

system and they should be easy to derive from the current situation.
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A case usually has three component parts: a situation or problem description, a

solution, and an outcome which sometimes may be omitted. The situation description
records the state of the world at the time the case was taking place and the problems that

needed to be solved at that time. The solution part records the solution to the problem

specified in the problem description. The outcome records the resulting state of the

world after the solution was carried out.

The components of a problem description are: goals to be achieved in solving the

problem, constraints on those goals which are conditions, and features of the problem

situation relevant to achieving the goals.

The solution is the concepts or objects that achieve the goals which are set in the

problem description, taking into account the specified constraints and other contextual

features. The solution to a design problem is the artifact that was designed. The solution

to a planning problem is the derived operation sequence.

The outcome of a case specifies what happened as a result of carrying out the

solution or how the solution performed. Outcome includes both feedback from the world

and interpretation of that feedback.

There are several representational formalisms (e.g., frames, semantic networks,

predicate notation, rules) that have been used to represent the contents of a case. CASEY

[12] is a system of diagnosing heart problems. A case in CASEY is a frame with three

major slots in it: a slot describing the problem, a slot giving the solution, and a slot

giving justification for the solution. MEDIATOR [13], which has been used to solve

everyday resource disputes in a commonsense way, represents its case in a highly
structured frame. CHEF [14] also uses a frame representation to organize case

information. JULIA [15], a design problem solver, uses frames to structure its case and

divides the slots in frames into units according to their functional roles. REMIND [16]

facilitates formlike representations in building case-based decision aiding systems. The

formlike representation is a relatively simple structure as the structure is not embedded,

and all representations are flat.
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4.3 Case Retrieval

Case retrieval is the process of retrieving a case or a set of cases from memory. In

general, it consists of two substeps: recalling previous cases and selecting the best

subset.

1. Recalling previous cases. The goal of this step is to retrieve "good" cases that can

support the reasoning that comes in the next steps. Good cases are those that have the

potential to make relevant predications about the new case. Retrieval is done by using

features of the new case as indexes into the case library. Cases, labeled by subsets of

those features or by features that can be derived from those features, are recalled.

2. Selecting the best subset. This step selects the most promising case or cases to

reason with from those generated in step 1. The purpose of this step is to narrow down

the set of relevant cases to a few most-on-point candidates worthy of intensive

consideration.

A retrieval algorithm relies very heavily on the situation assessment and proper

indexing of cases. Based on the assessment and indexing of various cases, a case library
is built. A suitable algorithm has to be developed to retrieve appropriate cases.

4.3.1 Indexing Scheme

Indexing scheme is the methodology of assigning labels to cases at the time when

they are entered into the case library to ensure that they can be retrieved at appropriate
times. Most of the significant literature [15-20] suggest that the indexing scheme is one

of the most important components in the design of a case-based reasoned. The ability to

access a few of the cases which are most relevant to the situation at hand in an efficient

manner is almost entirely dependent on the effectiveness of the indexing scheme.

The most important question in the design of an indexing scheme is what

constitutes a good index. Barletta & Mark [15] and Ashley [17] suggest the use of a

domain theory to predict the important features of a case. Charles Martin [18,19]

suggests the use of indices to incorporate the most important features of the current
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case. Others suggest that the current goals of the reasoner are more important than any of

the details of the case [20].

4.3.2 Situation Assessment

The goal of a situation assessment is to extract the important features of a

situation. These features will be used to retrieve cases from the case library. It is,

therefore, important to select the features that can be used as indices into the case library.
It is very closely related to the selection of an appropriate indexing scheme.

4.3.3 Organizational Structures and Retrieval

A case library is a special kind of database. It stores a number of cases and its

retrieval algorithms must be able to find the appropriate case when queried. Because no

case in the case library can ever be expected to match a new situation exactly, a search

would usually result in the retrieval of a case with close partial match. The algorithm

used to search a database will not work for searching a case library, since database

algorithms require the fields of a query to match items in the database exactly or to be

instances of the types specified in the query.

Algorithms for searching a case library are associated with a different

organizational structure. Kolodner [21] suggests storing cases in a hierarchically

organized structure and using a parallel concept refinement retrieval algorithm to retrieve

cases. Domeshek [22] suggests generating indices and retrieving cases in parallel

processing. Another way to improve the efficiency is to simplify the retrieval process.

Some systems use a directed network or a tree form to store cases [23]. These

approaches tend to be hierarchical in nature and there are many algorithms available for

traversing networks in an efficient manner. As well, network traversal algorithms are

easily adapted for parallel processing. The main disadvantage of a hierarchical structure

is that the type of indexing and retrieval are constrained to the current structure of the

network. As well, retrieval can be very inefficient in the worst case when the desired

cases are at the leaf level of a directed network.

Schank [24] proposes a theory of dynamic memory which uses various structures

to process and store experiences. These structures include scripts, scenes and memory
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organization packets (MOPs). These structures are hierarchical and each has its own

specialized purpose.

An important aspect of a retrieval algorithm is that it must be fast. Ashley [25]

suggests a fast, multi-step retrieval based on simple features after making reasonable

assumptions to simplify the comparison of cases. The information obtained from a

retrieval is added to the search criteria and another retrieval is performed. Further

refinements are performed until a suitable number of cases have been selected. Genter

[26] discusses the tradeoffs between doing deep and shallow reminding. Shallow

reminding involves the use of the surface features of a case for retrieval. This allows fast

retrieval, but the retrieved cases may not be very useful to the reasoner. Deep reminding
involves the use of the complex features of a case, such as underlying themes or morals,

for retrieval. A case retrieved in such a way will be very relevant to the current situation.

However, deep reminding is computationally expensive. Another approach suggests the

use of qualitative criteria or multiple attributes to compare cases [27].

4.4 Proposing a Solution

In the next step, relevant portions of the cases selected during retrieval are

extracted to form a draft solution to the new case. This process normally involves

selecting a solution from the old problem, or some pieces of it, as a draft solution to the

new one according to the interpretations or solutions they predict.

4.5 Adaptation
The draft solutions are then used as inspiration for solving new problems.

Because the situations at hand rarely match old ones exactly, adaptation is used to

combine and modify the draft to derive a solution to the current problem. In a planning

application, CHEF shows how to ensure that all of the goals of a plan are satisfied, how

to reorder plan steps so that they do not interfere with each other and how to add steps

while meeting all of the preconditions for each step. Hinrichs [28] suggests several

requirements for an adaptation component. Adaptation should support learning by

allowing the inferences made during the adaptation to be reused later. One approach of

adaptation is to store the required information in the case itself. Turner [29] uses flexible
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plan preconditions to determine when a case should be adapted. If a normal precondition

is violated, the plan is discarded; if a flexible precondition is violated, the reasoner will

use heuristics stored with the precondition to adapt the case in such a way as to avoid the

violation. Hendler & Kambhampati [30] use annotations on their plans to determine

when a plan can be reused.

Another approach is to retrieve cases from memory which will help to avoid the

conflicts or to aid in performing the adaptation. Barletta & Hennessy [31] use pieces of

other cases to avoid conflicts with the current case. By combining pieces of various

cases, it is possible to exploit the strengths of each case while avoiding the weaknesses.

Sycara [32] uses other cases to guide the adaptation process: a case library is searched

for substitutions, generalizations and specifications of parts of the current case which

will avoid the conflicts of the case. Adaptations which worked well in the past in similar

situations are reused while those which did not work are avoided.

Collins [33] uses a set of domain-independent transformation rules to perform

adaptations. PLEXUS [34] uses heuristics for adapting plans. These approaches tend to

be static and inflexible. A better approach would perform adaptation dynamically and

learn which adaptations are useful.

4.6 Criticism and Justification

In this stage, a solution is justified before being tried out in the real world. If all

knowledge necessary for evaluation is known, it can be referred as a validation step. The

process of criticizing solutions can be achieved by comparing and contrasting the

proposed solution with other similar solutions. Another way to criticize a solution is to

run a simulation and check the results.

The goal of the criticism component is to suggest partitions of the solution that

the adapter should be concerned with. Although Rissland & Ashley [35] attempt to

symbolically compare features in order to determine the cause of failures. CHEF

contains an ASSIGNER component which is used to assign the blame to the part of the

plan which caused the problem. Very little work has been done on the criticism

component.
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4.7 Solution Application
The application of a CBR solution in a domain is the responsibility of the system

making the use of the CBR reasoner. The main concern of a CBR system in the

application phase is the effective communication with the rest of the system. As an

example, JULIA uses a blackboard system to communicate with a constraint satisfier, a

problem solver, a constraint propagator and a conversational controller.

4.8 Evaluation

In the stage of evaluation, the results of the reasoning are tried out in the real

world. Feedback from what happened during the execution of a solution is obtained and

analyzed by evaluation which judges the goodness of a proposed solution. Evaluation

usually includes explaining differences (i.e., between what is expected and what actually

happens), justifying differences (i.e., between a proposed solution and one used in the

past), projecting outcomes, comparing and ranking alternative possibilities. Evaluation

can point out the need for additional adaptation, or repair of the proposed solution. An

evaluator must be able to analyze the feedback from the user system, determine when

failure has occurred, explain the cause of the failure or assign the blame to a particular

component of the system and then suggest ways to avoid the same failures in the future.

4.9 Memory Update and Storage
The new case is then stored appropriately in the case memory for future use. The

most important process at the time of memory update is choosing the ways to "index"

the new case in the memory. Indices must be chosen such that the new case can be

recalled during later reasoning at times when it can be most helpful. This means that the

reasoner must be able to anticipate the importance of the case for a later reasoning.

4.10 Summary
A CBR system attempts to model the ability of humans to reason from

experience. In order to do this, it is important to index each past experience in such a

way that it can be retrieved quickly when needed. A CBR system should be able to
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adapt the knowledge gained from past experiences to apply it to new situations which

may be different from the retrieved experiences.

A CBR system has the ability to learn besides its ability to reason. It becomes

more efficient and more competent as a result of storing its experiences and referring to

them in later reasoning.

The reasoning quality of a case-based reasoner depends on the experiences it has

had, its ability to understand new situations in terms of those old experiences, and its

ability to adapt in unknown situations.
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5. A CASE-BASED MODEL FOR POWER SYSTEM

RESTORATION

5.1 Introduction

Although electric utilities constantly strive to maintain the stability and integrity
of power system networks, absolute security can never be guaranteed. A catastrophic

sequence of events that defeats the preventive measures and overcomes the corrective

actions will occasionally infould in the network and cause a collapse of the entire power

system. If such a blackout does occur, electric services must be restored as soon as

possible to minimize the economic loss and the inconvenience to the public. At the same

time, this restoration must proceed carefully to avoid endangering lines, damaging

equipment or jeopardizing the progress already accomplished in the re-energized system.

There are two restoration periods following a major power disturbance. ill the

first period, several islands, which include initial sources of power, are established. Re

integration of a skeleton of the bulk power system is performed and the minimization of

the unserved loads is considered in the second stage. These periods respectively

correspond to section and execution of restoration subsystems, establishment and

achievement of the post-restoration target. The postrestoration system, referred to as the

goal state of a particular restoration process, is not necessarily identical to the

predisturbance system. Some electric equipment may have been damaged, or may not be

available for timely restart, or the underlying load demand may have also changed

significantly due to the passage of time. A postrestoration system state can be achieved

by following a logical order of switching operations. Since the set of all possible

postdisturbance conditions that might occur is unmanageably large and there are a great

number of candidate switches in the system, restoration is a complicated combinatorial

optimization problem. It may take a long time to reach a feasible restoration plan which

satisfies all the practical requirements if it is solved by combinatorial optimization
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algorithms. Therefore, a restoration operation requires mastering complicated

operational rules and accurate judgment of situations, and depends largely on the

judgment and experience of the operators. The restoration process of a power system is

composed of tasks involving reasoning, heuristic search, and/or empirical judgment.

Sakaguchi and Matsumoto [2] were the first to suggest that the expert system can

be used for planning switching operations. Since then this concept has been extended to

the restoration of distribution systems [3] and generalized to create optimized switching

sequences in substations [36]. Other authors [37,38] have proposed frameworks for high

voltage networks. Reference [39] shows how an expert system has been used to assist in

the automation of the restoration of a small power system. The Artificial Intelligence

(AI) technique used to develop these expert systems, so far, is rule-based. In a rule

based system, the rules are small and independent but consistent pieces of domain

knowledge that are in the pattern of "if-then" form. Rules are retrieved when they

match the input exactly. These characteristics of an expert system have led to the

difficulty in knowledge acquisition, since it has been shown that it is frustrating to

articulate a set of rules from domain experts that can be used in a rule-based expert

system (ES). Sometimes the experts do not remember all the details of how they solve a

particular problem until they have to solve it again [40]. The knowledge acquisition
bottleneck is difficult to overcome. The other disadvantage of a rule-based ES is that the

addition of one rule often requires modification of several other rules and a fix inevitably

interferes with the part of the system that has previously worked correctly. The time

required to trace and fix a new problem is prohibitive. This maintenance is required to

continue throughout the life time of the system. An alternate approach that overcomes

the disadvantages associated with the development and the maintenance of rule-based

ES has been presented in the following sections.

5.2 Applying Case-Based Reasoning in Planning
In artificial intelligence terminology, the restoration of a power system is

classified as a planning problem. There are two concerns that must be dealt with while

planning. The first concern is the problem of protection: plans should be sequenced, the
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later steps in the plan should not undo the results of the earlier steps, and preconditions
of the later steps in the plan are not violated by the results of the earlier steps. This

requires that the effects of plan steps be projected into the rest of the plan. The second

concern is the problem of precondition: a planner must make sure that the preconditions
of any plan step are fulfilled before scheduling that plan step. Thus, planning involves

scheduling steps that achieve preconditions in addition to scheduling major steps

themselves. Together, these two problems when solved by traditional nonlinear planning

methods require considerable computational effort. As the number of plan steps

increases, the computational complexity of projecting effects and comparing

preconditions increases exponentially [41].

CBR deals with these planning problems by providing plans that have already
been used and in which these problems have already been worked out. The planner is

required only to make relatively minor fixes in those plans rather than having to plan
from scratch. In a complex problem, the number of goals competing for achievement at

any time can be quite high and if each one is achieved independently from others, the

total planning and execution time are at least the sum of the time needed to achieve each

one, and probably more, because there are interactions. If the mechanism of achieving
several goals simultaneously or in conjunction with each other is used, the execution

time can be cut significantly. In a CBR system, previously used plans can be saved and

indexed by the conjunction of goals they achieve. If the conjunction of goals is repeated,
the old plan that achieved them together can be recalled and repeated.

5.3 Applying Case-Based Reasoning in Power System Restoration

The earliest case-based planner is CHEF. A recipe of CHEF is an already

worked-out plan that provides an ordering of steps that plans for and protects

preconditions of each of its steps. CHEF creates new recipes based on those it already
knows about. Its first step is to find a single plan (old recipe) that satisfies as many of its

active goals as possible. Continuation of altering or adapting the old plan is then carried

out until all goals of the plan are satisfied. After trying out its plans, it repairs them

appropriately using general planning knowledge.
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The CBR mechanism applied to stipulate the power system restoration plan is

similar to the architecture of CHEF. The process begins with the analysis and diagnosis
of the current situation. After that, the main features of the current situation are

extracted to determine the index for the situation and the case analyzer then traverses the

case library with the index. As the retrieval algorithm searches, it calls on a matching

procedure to assess the degree of match along each individual dimension of the index,

and returns a list of partially-matching cases, each of which has at least some potential
to be useful in the case-based reasoning. A ranking procedure analyzes the set of cases

to determine which of them has the most potential to be useful and recommends the best

matching one. Since the problem description of the best matching case is not exactly the

same as the current situation, the case adapter replaces one or more pieces of a solution

in the best matching case with the new pieces of solution which will fit to the current

situation. The case executor then applies this restoration plan to the current situation and

gets feedback from the power system. Finally the new case with the record of result will

be added into the case library by case organizer. The block diagram of the CBR system

used in this research is shown in Figure 5.1.

Situation

Recognition
Case Library

Input

Case

Organizer

Case

Analyzer
Case

Executer
Case

Adapter

Figure 5.1 The CBR architecture

The remainder of the chapter deals with the following concerns: what kind of

case language has to be developed to present the restoration knowledge? what kind of

retrieval algorithm has to be used in case analyzer? how the cases have been organized
in the case library, how the old solution in the prior case has been modified in an attempt
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to construct a specific solution for the new problem and finally how the solution has to

be tried in the power system restoration domain.

5.3.1 Case Representation
The initial task in the application of the CBR to power system restoration domain

is to construct a case structure and design a suitable case language for describing this

case structure.

In this research, the case structure has been defined as a frame which consists of

three components:

1. a primary slot that holds the main task specification,
2. a number of basic slots that represent background information related to the main

task,

3. a method used to determine an answer to the main question.

During the restoration of a power system, the main task is to restore the system to

achieve the goal state or postrestoration state. The background information is referred to

as postdisturbance conditions. Power system restoration is a carefully stipulated

operation sequence which, once executed, will lead the postdisturbance state to the

postrestoration state (goal state).

The case language that has been used is the enumeration of the names of the

slots in a case structure and an enumeration of the values that may be entered in the

slots.

In order to speed up the restoration process, a two-phase strategy has been used

in the restoration process. A power system under blackout condition is divided into

several restoration subsystems which can be energized at the same time. Some

subsystems are generating stations which include blackstart units, while others are major

switching substations. This restoration planning strategy has been acquired and presented
as a decomposition of the whole restoration process into a set of goals or objectives.

Examples of goals include blackstarting generation units, energizing substations and

supplying cranking power to generating stations. In the case structure, themes have been

used to reflect the decomposition. The theme of a case structure is an organizational
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principle that allows some degree of coherence among the case slots. Some of the slots

are organized around one theme and other slots are organized around another theme. The

themes of the case structure are goals which have been produced from the

decomposition. Around each theme, there are some slots that represent postdisturbance

conditions related to the theme. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show two themes and their related

slots. The upper part of each of the figures shows the main theme or goal and the lower

part shows a checklist which consists of slots that present all possible background
information related to the goal state. Examples of background information are the status

of system elements and operation constraints. System elements are circuit breakers,

generating units, major transformers and transmission lines between major substations.

Figure 5.2 Theme #1 of Case Structure
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Figure 5.3 Theme #2 of Case Structure

The solution part consists of textualized information which describes a

restoration sequence in a step by step fashion. A case is an instance of the case structure

after values are assigned to the case slots by using the case language.
An example case for restoring a subsystem of SaskPower cooperation is shown

below. The subsystem has two plants and both of them have blackstart capability. One is

called Nipawin (Nl) and the other is called E.B.Campbell (EB). There is one transformer

substation called Codette (CE) between these two plants. The single-line diagram of the

subsystem is shown in Figure 5.4.

Case #3:

Goal: (Establishing the Nipawin-E.B. Campbell power island);

Operation Constraints: (Manitoba Hydro not available);

Initial Situation:
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(Nipawin #1 generator off line, available for blackstart)

(Nipawin #2 generator off line, available for blackstart)

(Nipawin #3 generator off line, available for blackstart)

(E.B.Campbell #1 generator off line)

(E.B.Campbell #2 generator off line)

(E.B.Campbell #3 generator off line)

(E.B.Campbell #4 generator offline)

(E.B.Campbell #5 generator off line)

(E.B.Campbell #6 generator offline)

(E.B.Campbell #7 generator off line)

(E.B.Campbell #8 generator offline)

(Nipawin breaker #401 open)

(Nipawin breaker #402 open)

(Nipawin breaker #403 open)

(Codette #916 breaker open)

(Codette #917 breaker open)

(No 600 volt station service to Nipawin plant)

Solution:

Step 1: (Black Start one of Nipawin generators which was on line most recently)

Step 2: (Normal Start second Nipawin generator using normal procedure)

Step3: (Make alive Codette station service)

Step4: (Adjust 72 KV voltage to 72 KV and energize Codette/C1T line)

Step 5: (Pick up approximately 3 MW of load)

Step 6: (Energize E2C line to E.B.Campbell)

Step 7: (Make alive E.B.Campbell generator transformer to supply station

power)

Step 8: (Start and synchronize at least 4 small E.B.Campbell units)

Step 9: (Start and synchronize third Nipawin unit using the normal start up

procedure)

Step 10: (Energize CE4line, pick up approximately 20 MWs of load to stabilize
the on line units)
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Figure 5.4 Single-Line Diagram for Nipawin-E.B.Campbell Subsystem
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5.3.2 Situation Recognition
Once a case is cast from the case structure, some descriptors have to be attached

to it as indices for the retrieving algorithm to find the cases from the case library. The

retrieving process looks through the case library and selects those cases that match with

the current problem descriptors. The ability to access efficiently a few of the cases which

are most relevant to the situation is almost entirely dependent on the effectiveness of the

indexing scheme i.e. how the situation is recognized. Situation recognition is the process

of sizing up a situation and determining what the indices for a similar case would be if it

were in the case library. It includes figuring out what kind of situation the new one is,

what is important about it, and what else may be true about it.

On one hand, the representation of the situation may not sufficiently match

anything in the case library. This happens when a new situation is described along

dimensions different from those used as indices or descriptive features of cases in the

case library. Elaborating the description of the new situation in order to bridge the gap

between its description and descriptions of cases in the case library is a necessary

prerequisite to retrieve any cases. On the other hand, the representation of a new

situation sometimes is so general that it matches a large number of items in the case

library that are very different from each other, and there is no good way of determining

which ones are better than the others. Elaborating on a situation makes it possible to

distinguish which of the many partially-matching cases have the potential to be most

useful. Cases have to be indexed by features and feature combinations that are both

predicative and concrete enough to be recognized. In situation recognition, the details of

the initial situations are interpreted and analyzed, and index is produced.

Although a well-structured language has been utilized for categorizing different

kinds of restoration problems, as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, this checklist style of

describing problems does not work efficiently due to its inability to discriminate the

important dimensions from the unimportant ones. This style results in overindexing and

retrieval of too many cases. To overcome these problems, a selection of problems has

been examined to determine the features, or dimensions, that tend to be effective for
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good retrieval and to filter out the unimportant or irrelevant features from the checklist

by applying heuristic rules.

Since cases record the experiences in achieving the goals that have worked and

have not worked, and goals specify how to configure pieces of background information

with respect to each other, the goal state is a major part of an index of a case. The tasks

for achieving a goal state have been determined and indexed as features.

The initial conditions of power system elements, some operating constraints, and

knowledge of restoration priorities have been analyzed to determine the features that

will make useful predictions and are easily recognizable for each task. Some of the

features are relevant to a particular kind of problem, and others tend to be predictive of

other features. These features have been recorded in relevance rules. A relevance rule

is a structure of the form, "If A then B", where A represents a problem type, and B

indicates a set of parameters that are required to find a solution to A.

Examples of relevance rules which have been applied to index features are:

If a generating unit has both diesel assisted start and blackstart available

then chose the diesel assisted start.

If a neighbouring power source is available, then energize the transmission lines

that connects neighbouring system to the subsystem under restoration.

5.3.3 Case Analyzer
The functionality of the case analyzer is to find prior cases whose problem

description exhibit maximum similarity to the problem description of the current case. It

has three functions: case retrieving, case matching and case ranking. Using the

previously stated indexing scheme, the case analyzer performs an exercise in matching
each feature of the index of the new case with that of the cases in the case library to

determine which cases best match the current case.

The retrieval component of the case analyzer must run quickly and retrieves a

reasonable number of relevant cases. In this research, the retrieval component is

implemented as a two step process. Rather than searching the entire case library for
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matching, a shallow search has been applied in the first step and a deep search in the

second step. A set of relevance rules has been used to select cases that are worth

applying the matching functions to because these cases share important features with the

new situation. The relevance rules are as follows:

If the main feature is of type 1, then match on subset case S 1 of the case library.
If the main feature is oftype 2, then match on subset case S2 of the case library.
If the main feature is of type 3, then match on subset case S3 of the case library.

The retrieval algorithm puts pointers on all cases that match with the main

feature type in a buffer. The major benefit of this search strategy is that the first retrieval

can provide insights into the important features of the current case in order to lessen the

burden on the retrieval algorithm and to alleviate the inefficiencies.

The case analyzer then performs the matching and ranking routine on retrieved

cases within the buffer with the increasing precision of the problem. The technique
utilized by the matching and ranking algorithm is the greatest number of matching

features. It searches between the proposed case and the cases in the buffer with respect

to a list of features and scores the cases. The flowchart of the matching algorithm is

shown in Figure 5.5.

The ranking routine then sorts each scored case and takes the case with the

greatest score as the recommendation. The flowchart of the ranking algorithm is shown

in Figure 5.6.

5.3.4 Case Adapter
In this phase, the solution that was used in the old case is examined to determine

whether the same solution would work in a new situation.

Since a new situation is rarely the same as the case retrieved from the case

library, the solution part of the best matched case is adapted before submitting it to the

user. The null adaptation technique has been used in this research. The null adaptation is

a case adaptation technique in which a solution in a retrieved case is mapped directly to a
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new case, with no adjustments or modifications to the solution. Null adaptation is

necessary to start the learning process of a CBR system. At the beginning of the

application of a CBR system in a particular domain, a seed case library has to be

developed. These cases act as seeds in the library and basically offer solutions to general

problems that occur during restoration.

The solution proposal after adaptation is displayed on the screen with single-line

diagrams as instructions to the user. A solution proposal for the restoration of a

subsystem of a power system is shown in Figure 5.7.

5.3.5 Case Executor

After retrieving a solution from the CBR system, the solution is adapted to fit

a specific problem. The adapted solution in the form of a proposal is then executed to

restore a power system. A manual execution method has been applied to execute the

restoration sequence. A user interprets a solution proposal made by the. CBR system and

decides whether to follow the operation sequence, and makes the actual switching

actions on the related single-line diagrams.

5.3.6 Case Organizer
The final step In a CBR process is to understand the notion of acquiring

experience and to accumulate the experience in a formal way. This step is construed as

executing a proposed solution, evaluating the results and embedding an experience with

a proposed solution in the case library.
A possible approach to the evaluation of results is to periodically review the

behaviour of the CBR system. This review consists of studying the cases that have been

added to the library since the previous review. If the system does not perform well on

some cases, those cases should be modified and then stored back in the library. This

way, any bad cases will be removed from the library and in their place, good cases for

use in the future will exist. The evaluation component has not been implemented in this

research, but will be a part of the future research.
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Input a list of features of the new case

Take the first feature of the list
Set counter l= l , max l = number

of features of the list

Take the first case from the subset of the

library as old case, Set counter2=1, max2=
number of cases in the subset

Take the next feature
>---� from the list of the new

case, counter I+ I

Take the first feature from the oldcase.

No

Take the next feature
from the oldcase

Take the next case from the

subset, Counter2+ I
Yes

Figure 5.5 The Flowchart of the Matching Algorithm
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Yes

a: an unordered list,
n: number of items in the list

p=2, a[O]=Min_datum;

j=p, tempealp];

No

a[j]=temp,
p=p+l;a[j]=au-l], j=j-l;

Figure 5.6 The Flowchart of the Ranking Algorithm

A flat memory structure has been used to store cases in the case library in a

sequential manner.

5.4 Test System
The network of SaskPower Cooperation has been selected for studying the steps

of restoration. SaskPower system has three major power plants which have two thirds of

the system capacity and are located far south in the province of Saskatchewan.

SaskPower has three hydro plants which have blackstart capability. These blackstart

units are located far north in the province. The system has a long corridor from the major

plants in the south to the blackstart plants in the north with four more plants between

them. A total blackout of the system has been assumed as the postdisturbance condition.

The postrestoration system has been divided into 7 target subsystems according to the
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blackstart capability and geographical locations of the generating units and some of

them can be executed simultaneously. The corresponding cases for each subsystem are

stored in the case library. Two parts of the case structure for the restoration of Nipawin
to E.B. Campbell subsystem and Coteau Creek to Landis subsystem are shown in

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. A user describes the initial situation by marking the

status of the related system components on the slots of the lower part of the case

structure. After the initial situation is described, the button captioned "Case Retriever"

needs to be clicked to start the situation recognition program to index the current

situation, then the case analyzer performs the process of searching, matching and

ranking the cases in the library. Finally, the case adapter submits the proposal to the

user. Several typical seed cases related to the restoration of the SaskPower subsystems
have been illustrated below.

NIPAWIN

GOO volt station service is available:
1. Normal start a unit. generator breaker will remain open.

Adjust unit Kv to 13.5KV (.98 p.u.).
Normal start the second unit.
Adjust unit Kv to 13.5 Kv (0.98 p.u.).
Place transformer tap changer on nominal tap U9.
Close the unit breaker.
Initial a" close" on generator breaker.
Make alive CE 917T on nominal tap.
----- This makes alive CE station service.
Adjust 72 KV voltage to 72 KV .

Figure 5.7. Restoration Proposal
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Situation 1: Restoration of Nipawin Plant and E.B. Cambell Plant subsystem
Postdisturbance condition: Nipawin #1-- #3 units off line

Nipawin # 401-- #403 breakers open

E.B.Campbell #1-- #8 units offline

E.B.Campbell #401--#408 breakers open

Codette 916 & 917 breakers open

Manitoba Hydro Available

The case instance to reflect this situation is shown in Figure 5.8 and the solution

proposal in terms of a restoration sequence is shown in Figure 5.9.

Situation 2: Restoration of Nipawin Plant and E.B. Campbell Plant subsystem
Postdisturbance condition: Nipawin #1-- #3 units off line

Nipawin # 401-- #403 breakers open

E.B.Campbell #1-- #8 units offline

E.B.Campbell #401--#408 breakers open

Codette 916 & 917 breakers open

Nipawin blackstart available

The case instance is shown in Figure 5.10 and the solution proposal which is

provided by the CBR system is shown in Figure 5.11.

Situation 3: Restoration of Nipawin Plant and E.B. Cambell Plant subsystem
Postdisturbance condition: Nipawin #1-- #3 units off line

Nipawin # 401-- #403 breakers open

E.B.Campbell #1-- #8 units off line

E.B.Campbell #401--#408 breakers open

Codette 916 & 917 breakers open

Nipawin diesel assisted start available

Nipawin blackstart available

Figure 5.12 shows the case description for Situation 3, and the corresponding

solution proposal is shown in Figure 5.13.
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Situation 4: Restoration of Nipawin Plant and E.B. Cambell Plant subsystem
Postdisturbance condition: Nipawin #1-- #3 units off line

Nipawin # 401-- #403 breakers open

E.B.Campbell #1-- #8 units off line

E.B.Campbell #401--#408 breakers open

Codette 916 & 917 breakers open

Nipawin units blackstart available

Nipawin diesel assisted start available

600 Volt station service available to Nipawin
The corresponding case description and solution proposal are shown in Figures

5.14 and 5.15 respectively.

Situation 5: Restoration of Nipawin Plant and E.B. Cambell Plant subsystem
Postdisturbance condition: Nipawin #1-- #3 units offline

Nipawin # 401-- #403 breakers open

E.B.Campbell #1-- #8 units offline

E.B.Campbell #401--#408 breakers open
Codette 916 & 917 breakers open

E.B.Campell diesel assisted start available

The corresponding case description and solution proposal are shown in Figures

5.16 and 5.17 respectively.

5.5 Summary

A CBR mechanism solves problem by using experience rather than the first

principle. It reduces the need to acquire and explicitly represent domain knowledge of

the problem and, therefore, the knowledge acquisition bottleneck can be overcome.

During new problem solving, the case which is most similar to the current problem is

retrieved from a case library and its solution is modified to become a solution to the

current problem.
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The CBR component of the ITA has been designed and implemented to make

proposals of restoration sequences after the postrestoration state and postdisturbance
situation are known. It has been tested by using the SaskPower network.

Figure 5.8 Case Description for Situation 1
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NIPAWIN

[l.tanitoba Hydro Available
1. Contact MH and have them lower the Rahl's Island voltage

make alive P52E line.
Make alive one of the EB generator transformers
to supply station powr to the plant and switching station.
Start and synchronize at least 4 small EB units
Load them to a stable load of about 5 Mws each.
----- it is advisable to leave 1 of the EB units at speed and
Make alive E2C line to CEo
Make alive CE 9171 on nominal tap.
Adiust 72 Kv voltage to 72 Kv.

Figure 5.9 Solution Proposal for Situation 1
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Figure 5.10 Case Description for Situation 2
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NIPAWIN

Black Start Nipawin Unit
1. Chose unit that was on line most recently.

Select "ISOL'D OP" and initiate "ON. ".
Normal start unit.
Remain generator breaker open
----- Unit will be supplying essential station load to the plan
Normal start the second unit.
Adiust unit Kv to 13.5 Kv (.98 p.u, ).
Place transformer tap changer on nominal lap U 9.
Close the unit breaker by selecting "ISOL'D OP" and turnin
Close generator breaker.

Figure 5.11 Solution Proposal for Situation 2
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Figure 5.12 Case Description for Situation 3
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NIPAWIN

Diesel Assisted Start from NI to E.B.Campbell:
1. Start the emergency diesel at Nipawin Plant

GCC will receive a NI diesel gen breaker SPA-l03 "close".
Normal start a unit. generator breaker will remain open.
Adjust unit Kv to 13.5KV ( .98 p.u.],
Normal start the second unit
Adjust unit Kv to 13.5 Kv (0.98 p.u.],
Place transformer tap changer on nominal tap 89.
Close the unit breaker.
Initial a " close" on generator breaker.
Nake alive CE 917T on nominal tap.

Figure 5.13 Solution Proposal for Situation 3
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Figure 5.14 Case Description for Situation 4
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NIPAWIN

600 yolt station service is ayailable:
1. Normal start a unit. generator breaker will remain open.

Adjust unit Ky to 13.5KV ( .98 p.u.],
Normal start the second unit.
Adjust unit Ky to 13.5KY (0.98 p.u.],
Place transformer tap changer on nominal tap U9.
Close the unit breaker.
Initial a "close" on generator breaker.
Make aliye CE 917T on nominal tap.
----- This makes aliye CE station service.
Adjust 72 KV yoltage to 72 KV .

Figure 5.15 Restoration Proposal for Situation 4
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Figure 5.16 Case Description for Situation 5
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Emergency Diesel Assisted Start From E.D.Campbell to NI:
1. Start the emergency diesel at E. D. Campbell plant.

Automatic switching will take place to supply each individu.
Normal start one of E.D. Campbell unit.
Close unit breaker.
Adjust unit K,v to 13.1 K,v (0.95 p.u.).
Normal start and synchronize at least 3 more small units.
Emergency diesel will continue supplying station power an
Wake alive E2C line to CEo
Wake alive CE 911T on nominal tap (This makes alive CE I

Have Customer Services sectionalize CE.4,line.

Figure 5.17 Solution Proposal for Situation 5
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6. ACTION CHECKER

6.1 Introduction

The purpose of the action checker is to provide a user with the required
information on impacts of restoration actions on the system in terms of power injection,

voltage magnitude and phase angle of each bus, active and reactive power through each

line. This function can be called through the graphical environment by selecting the

"Action Checker" command on the menu bar of the ITA. The action checker consists of

three components: topology processor, load flow and limits checker. The network

topology processor is triggered to form network information which provides the required
data for the load flow program and limits checker then examines the numerical solutions

sent by the load flow program. The results can be viewed by selecting the appropriated
menus. The block diagram of an action checker is shown in Figure 6.1.

Topology Processor

Load Flow

Limitation Checker

Send Results to GUI

Figure 6.1 Configuration of the Action Checker

6.2 Topology Processor

The single-line diagrams that have been used so far in this research are based on

buslbreaker representations. The three typical buslbreaker connections of a substation are

shown in Figure 6.2. Most power system analysis calculation programs, however, utilize
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buslbranch representations as shown in Figure 6.3. The function of the topology

processor is to map the buslbreaker representation which has been used to display single
line diagrams on the screen into buslbranch representations which will be used in load

flow calculations. Basically, the mapping process of topology is to form logical buses

based on the status of the breakers in the system.

(a) Double busbar with auxiliary
busbar arrangement (b) A breaker-and-a-half busbar arrangement

(c) A mesh busbar arrangement

Figure 6.2 BuslBreaker Representation

Figure 6.3 BuslBranch Representation
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Based on the typical buslbreaker connections of a substation which is shown in

Figure 6.2, it can be deduced that a change in the state of a breaker can result in one of

the following conditions:

1. There is no change in electrical connection, and the number of nodes for calculation

remains the same.

2. Although some actions have taken place such as some load have been picked up or

cut off, generators have been synchronized or cut off, the number of nodes remain

the same.

3. Buses have been separated or combined and, as a result, the number of nodes will be

increased or decreased.

Both a transmission line and a transformer have two ends which are connected

to other system elements, and a generator and a load have one end. Therefore, a

transmission line and a transformer are considered as. two node elements, while a

generator and a load are considered as one node elements in the research. Elements

connected through closed circuit breaker are considered to be connected to the same bus

which is a connection of nodes. Elements on opposite sides of an open circuit breaker

are not connected to the same bus (unless another path between the two sides exists).

This can be seen in Figure 6.4 by looking at the buslbreaker representation of a

substation and the resulting buslbranch representation created by the topology processor.

Bus1 Bus2

Mapping .

..

Figure 6.4 Topology Mapping Procedure

6.3 Load Flow

After the topology processor finishes the mapping process, the load flow program

is triggered to calculate system states. It provides active and reactive power flows of
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The results of a load flow calculation provide the system profile which include:

voltage magnitude and phase angle at each bus; active and reactive power injections at

each bus; active and reactive power flows through each line. Since a load flow

calculation may converge at a state that violates some system operation limits, it is

necessary to check if there are any violations on the restored system. The outcome of a

restoration action should be transmitted to the ITA and the user. The limit checking

component of the Action Checker compares the calculated values with the specified
limits of the system components, and shows the information of any violation. The Action

Checker consists of three kinds of checks as shown in Figure 6.5.

each line, voltage magnitude and phase angle of each bus for the specified subsystem

under operating conditions achieved by restorative actions. The formation of load flow

equations and their solution techniques are illustrated in Appendix B.

6.4 Checking Limits

Power Flow Calculation

of violation of limitation
to display function

Send Results to

Display Function

Send "OK" to Display
Function

Figure 6.5 The Flowchart of the Limits Check
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6.4.1 Bus Voltage Magnitude Check

When a system is at a restorative state, one or more of the following conditions

may exist: reduced generation capability, reduced transmission capability, and lightly
loaded conditions. The lightly loaded condition can cause excessive voltage rise,

particularly when energizing long overhead lines due to the line charging effects. The

electric equipment of a power system are designed to function at the nominal voltage of

the network to which they are connected. Certain voltage tolerance must be incorporated
in the equipment so that small deviations from the nominal voltage will not cause

breakdown or malfunction. Excessive high voltage, however, can cause damage to

essentially all electric equipment including lines, transformers, generators, circuit

breakers and utilization equipment and low voltage will mainly cause damage to motors,

both on the utility system and in home application, such as refrigerators, air-conditioners,

and freezers. During normal conditions, standards dictate that system voltage levels be

maintained between plus or minus 5% of the equipment voltage rating. During

emergency conditions, plus or minus 10% is allowed. It is, therefore, important to ensure

that the bus voltage magnitudes IVI is normally constrained by

IV; min I � !Vi I �IVi max I (6.1)

Where I Vimin I and I Vimax I are the upper and lower limits of the bus voltage

magnitudes which are allowed during restoration.

6.4.2 Branch Power Flow Check

Although a system mostly faces a lightly loaded condition during a restoration

stage, it is still necessary to check the power flow through the transmission line against

the maximum power capacity limit since the distribution of active power in the network

may be uneven at the restorative state. The equation which is used for this purpose is:

(6.2)
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Where Pijmax is transmission line power flow limit which is related to the type of

transmission line and the ambient temperature of the air surrounding the line.

6.4.3 Static Stability Check

The power transfer through a transmission line is constrained by the static

stability limit of the transmission line. In this research, the maximum power transfer has

not been used as a criterion for the static stability check of transmission lines since it is

a function of the terminal voltages of the transmission line. Instead, a more simplified
method has been used for the static stability check. That is, the difference between the

phase angles of two terminal voltages of the line is considered as a criterion. This value

is defined as power limit angle at which the maximum power transfer occurs. The power

limit angle can be deduced in the following manner.

It can be noticed from Figure 6.6 that the complex power through a transmission

line from ith bus to jth bus is equal to the product of the voltage at ith bus and the

conjugate of the current through the line.

-

.

- � _[ Vi - V j ]*S·· = p .. + JQ .. =V·[·· =V·I} I} I} I I} I
R + 'Xij ] ij

The active power through the line is:

2IV·I R··I I}
Pij = 2 2R·· +X··

I} I}

IV.IIV.I(R .. Cos8 .. - X .. Sin8 .. )I } I} I} lJ I}

2 2R·· +X··
I} I}

(6.4)

Vi
•

R"+jX"Ij Ij \'j
•

Figure 6.6 A Transmission Line through ith Bus to jth Bus
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In order to find the power limit angle of the line, the derivative of the active

power flow with respect to voltage phase angle difference should be set to zero as

shown in Equation (6.5).

ap.· IV·IIV .1(R .. Sine .. + X .. Cose .. )_IJ_ =

I J IJ IJ IJ IJ
= 0

ael:j R� + X �
J IJ IJ

(6.5)

Therefore, the power limit angle can be obtained as follows:

-x ..

tanO ..
=__

'J

IJ R ..

IJ

(6.6)

and

-l( s, J0ijrnax = 1C - tan _

Rij
(6.7)

Thus, the static stability of the line can be checked by using

(6.8)

Where 0i and 0 jare the voltage phase angles of buses i and j, respectively,

andOijrnax is the power limit angle of the transmission line which is constant and only

related to the line parameters.

6.5 Simulation Results

The Action Checker has been applied to test a five-bus network. The system

parameters and operation condition are shown as below.

1. Line Parameters:

From Bus To Bus R X Yc/K

1 2 0.04 0.25 0.25

1 3 0.1 0.35 0.0

2 3 0.08 0.30 0.25

2 4 0.0 0.015 1.05

3 5 0.0 0.03 1.05
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2. Operation Condition:

Bus Injection p (p.u.) Q (p.u.) V (p.u.) e (p.u.)

1 -1.6 -0.8

2 -2.0 -1.0

3 -3.7 -1.3

4 5.0 1.05

5 1.05 0.0

A negative sign before an injection represents that injection is a load. The results

of the Action Checker are shown in the Figures 6.7 to 6.11. The bus injection,

magnitude and phase angles of bus voltages are shown in Figure 6.7. The real and

reactive power through each line are shown in Figure 6.8. The results from branch

active power check, line stability check and bus voltage magnitude check are shown in

Figures 6.9 -6.11.

6.6 Summary
The functions of the action checker have been presented in this chapter. The

action checker verifies restoration sequences proposed by the CBR. It evaluates the

solution by applying analytical methods to calculate load flow and check the system

profile. By providing the cause-effect to the user and the CBR, it helps the user to

understand the restoration concept, in the sense of what action is good and what is

wrong. It also provides necessary information to the CBR to make the CBR improve
its learning ability.
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Figure 6.7 The System Profile
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Figure 6.8 Line Flow
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Figure 6.9 Line Active Power Violation Log
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Figure 6.10 Line Static Stability Violation Log
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Figure 6.11 Bus Voltage Violation Log
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objectives of PSR training are to let system operators become familiar with

restoration steps, grasp fundamental principles and improve their skills of handling
activities related to the restoration process. An ITA has been developed in this research

to meet these objectives. The ITA consists of three components: the GUI, the CBR and

the action checker. The GUI provides the essential foundation for building a restoration

training program. It displays the restoration plan and the single-line diagrams in the

same interface, and therefore, the common reference for easier understanding and

communication is established. The CBR mechanism is applied to draw the restoration

plan based on the postdisturbance condition and the experiences that have been

accumulated in the case library. The action checker verifies the restoration plan and

provides a set of results from analytical calculations. By viewing the feedback from the

action checker, a trainee can have a better feeling about cause and effect and hislher

learning ability can be significantly enhanced. At the same time, the feedback to the

CBR allows the CBR to improve its reasoning ability over time. As well, the ITA

provides the training methods which are student-paced and scheduled. There is no

inherent need to coordinate and schedule a class with an instructor and other students.

Since system operators typically work on rotating shifts, the ability to allow a student to

schedule a training session at odd hours or when opportunities arise is invaluable.

In Chapter 1, the overall area of PSR training is introduced and different

techniques which have been used so far in the area are summarized. The advantages and

potentials of a new approach as used in this research work are presented and the

architecture of the ITA is discussed.

Chapter 2 introduces the Fusion method, one of the Object-Oriented

approaches. In the Fusion, the software development is divided into three stages: OOA,

OOD, 001. The concepts, notations and methodologies related to each stages are

introduced. The application of the Fusion to develop the GUI is presented in Chapter 3.
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The implementation of the GUI is discussed in a step by step manner. Inheritance,

encapsulation and polymorphism techniques of object-oriented approach have been

utilized to characterize power system information. . Power system elements are

categorized into inheritance graphs of class relationships. The GUI provides the

foundation for a user to interact with the ITA, without which, the basic interaction would

be impossible. The pertinent data are often more easily understood when the information

is presented by graphics as opposed to pure numerical presentations in tabular forms. An

object-oriented approach has proved to be a suitable technique for developing the GUI.

The natural modularity of the class structure makes it easier to contain the effects of

changes, and the use of inheritance reduces the number of disparate concepts needed to

understand the code. The program tends to be easier to extend. Inheritance enables new

classes to be built from old ones while still participating in all the original relationships.

The classes form a loosely coupled structure that is easier to modify.

The CBR methodology is introduced in Chapter 4 and each functionality of the

CBR, which includes the construction of the case base, retrieval, evaluation,

adaptation/modification of the cases as well as the presentation of domain knowledge is

discussed in detail. Chapter 5 illustrates how the restoration knowledge is represented in

case by using case language. The greatest match algorithm has been used to make

comparisons between the cases in the case library and the problem at hand. The solution

from the best matched case is applied to solve the problem after suitable adaptation. The

CBR has been embedded in the ITA to generate restoration plans. The simulations of

many cases had been carried out using the SaskPower system. The restoration plan of a

whole network has been decomposed into a set of subplans referred to subsystem

restoration. This decomposition has reduced the retrieval time of the CBR. The major
observation as illustrated in Chapter 5 is that a restoration plan can be developed with

the help of a CBR system with little difficulty. A CBR system overcomes the inherent

difficulty of modelling the steps of power system restoration by using analytical

techniques and rule-based ES systems. A concrete guide to the development of a case

library in which cases should be registered has been obtained.
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Chapter 6 illustrates how the action checker of the ITA has been implemented to

verify restoration sequence which is proposed by the CBR. The decoupled NR load flow

algorithm has been used to calculate the system profile and the limits checking

algorithms are used to compare the postrestoration state of the system with certain

operating criteria. By displaying the results of load flows and operating limits check,

action checker provides benefits to both trainees and the CBR in following aspects:

I. Since case-based reasoning integrates reasoning and learning, it is not enough
for a case-based reasoner to stop reasoning after it derives a solution. Rather,

the feedback must be sent to the CBR. By evaluating the feedback, a case

based reasoning system becomes more reliable and effective.

II. The learning ability of a user is significantly enhanced by knowing the impact
of restoration actions on the system.

This research provides insight into some of the issues involved in development of

computer-based power system restoration training simulator, and some conclusions

deduced from the research work in regard to these issues are presented as follows.

The ITA has the potential for use as a training tool for teaching power system

operators to handle system restoration. By providing visualization of the restoration

process and the way to interact with a user, the ITA offers a more effective and flexible

training method compared with other training tools.

The CBR approach is applicable to generate a power system restoration plan. It

provides solutions quickly by avoiding reasoning from scratch. It is difficult to model the

power system restoration domain using analytic methods, the CBR approach has shown

its merit to propose solutions for restoration. This application area for the CBR approach

demonstrates the versatility of the paradigm for use in various domains.

The object-oriented approach has proven to be a useful methodology in pursuing
the uniformity throughout the GUI by the use of a mouse-driven manipulation mode.

The Gill conforms with the current Gill development trends by providing a way to

translate mouse actions into display effects.
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The research also provides directions for future research in several areas,

including adaptation of retrieved cases for use in solution proposal, and illustration of

system dynamic response of restoration actions.
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9. APPENDIX A

A-I Introduction

This appendix summarizes the notations of Fusion method which have been

used in this research. Each notation is discussed in approximately the order in which it is

encountered in the process.

In the analysis stage, two model notations are used: the Object Model which

serves to describe classes of objects that exist in a system and relationships between

those classes; the Interface Model which demonstrates the behaviour of a system and

defines the boundary between the system and its environment.

In the design stage, four model notations are used. The Object Interaction Graph
describes how objects interact at run-time to support the functionality specified in the

operation model. The Visibility Graph is used to specify the object communication paths
which show how the objects have access one to another. The Class Description serves to

establish the methods, data attributes and object-valued attributes of each class. Lastly,

the Inheritance Graph describes the class/subclass inheritance structures.

In the implementation stage, the Class Description for each class is mapped to

object-oriented language ( in this research, C++ has been used). There are no additional

notations besides those that are used in the language. More detailed descriptions of the

above mentioned notations are given below:

A-2 Object Model

The object model defines classes in the system and relationships between those

classes. Attributes of classes, aggregation, specialization/generalization of classes are

produced in the object model. Object model syntax is a diagram whose components are

class boxes and relationship diamonds connected by subclass arcs and role arcs.
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Classes

A class box is a rectangle containing the name of a class and its attributes. The

class name is separated from its attributes by a horizontal line drawn across the box. The

class name appears above the line. The class syntax is shown in Figure A-I.

Class Name

A ttribu te # 1

A ttribu te #2

A ttribu te #3

Figure A-I Class Representation

Aggregation

Aggregation is a mechanism for structuring an aggregate class from the other

component classes and models the "part of' or "has a" relationship. The syntax of the

aggregation is shown in Figure A-2.

Aggregate Class

Component I Component IComponent I

Figure A-2 Aggregation Representation

Generalization

Generalization allows a superclass to be formed by factoring out the common

properties of several subclasses. It models the "kind of' or "is a" relationship. In a

generalization, the attributes and the relationships of the superclasses are inherited by all

the subclasses.

Specialization

Specialization is the converse case of generalization. Multiple specialization
allows a new subclass to be defined as a specialization of more than one immediate
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superclass. This permits information to be mixed from more than one source. The

subclass inherits the attributes and relationships of all its superclasses.

The syntax of generalization and specialization is shown in Figure A-3.

Generalization
(joint)

Generalization
(disjoint)

Class Name
attriblte

J.
I I

Class Name Class Name
attriblte attriblte

Class Name
attriblte

Class Name

attriblte
Class Name
attriblte

Multiple Specialization
Class Name
attriblte

Class Name
attriblte

Class Name
attriblte

Figure A-3 Generalization & Specialization Syntax

Relationship

Relationship models indicate association or correspondence between the objects

belonging to classes. The following points must be considered when a relationship is

described.

-Cardinality Constraints

A cardinality is the number of classes that may be associated with each other in a

relationship.

-Ternary and Higher Relationships

Ternary relationships relate three separate objects. Relations involving more than three

objects are referred to as n-ary relationships. Relationship syntax is shown in Figure A-4.
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Relationship

Cardinality
� Zero or more

L__J(default)
�*
L__Jzero ormore

�+
L__J One or more

�N . .M

L__J Numeric range

�N
L__J Numeric value

Total Marker
(,ilI1 members
partici pat e)

Ternary Relationship
Class Name

Role
atlriblte .....

c-a"-d-in-ar-ity----'"
Role

Class Name

--ca-r-di-n-ar-ity-l atlriblte

cardi narity
Class Name
atlriblte

Figure A-4 Relationship Syntax
A-3 Interface Model

The interface model describes the behavior of a system; i.e. it defines the input
and output communication of the system. It consists of a collection of system operations.
A system operation is an input event and its effect on the system. It may create a new

instance of a class, or change the value of an attribute of an existing object, or send an

event to the environment.

Each system operation is described by a schema. The syntax of the schema is

shown in Figure A-5.
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Operation:

Description:

operation identifier

<text> DescriiXbn of operation

REads:

Changes:

Sends:

Asstmes:

Result:

<supplied values> <state components>

<supplied values> <state components>

<agent communication>

<assert bns- (preco nditio ns)

-eassertb ns» (preco nditio ns)

Figure A-5 Operation Schema Syntax

The syntax of a schema consists of several clauses to describe a system

operation. The Operation clause is the name of the system operation being described.

The Description clause gives an informal summary of the meaning of the schema. The

Reads and Changes clauses list objects and attributes. The Sends clause records what

events are sent to the environment. The Assumes and Result clauses list conditions.

A-4 Object Interaction Graph

An object interaction graph is a collection of boxes that are linked by arrows. The

boxes represent objects, and the arrows represent message passing. There are two kinds

of boxes: controller and collaborators.

Controller

Controller has an arrow entering it, the arrow does not come from any other box

in the graph. The arrow is labeled with the name of the system operation.

Collaborators

The boxes other than the controller are called collaborators. Every arrow other

than the system operation arrow goes from one box to another within the graph.

Message Passing & Sequencing

Message passing is a directed point-to-point communication. The notation of

message passing is a directed arrow with labels. The direction of an arrow is from

sender(client) to receiver(server).
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and vice versa.

I
If a sequence of message passing is important, the order of sequences is shown

�y introducing sequence labels in parentheses above the message name. For example, (1)

(1.1) (1.1.1 ) ... ( 1.2) ... (2) (2.1) and so forth. A sequence label with a prime ( i.e.,
" l' ")

indicates additional constraints on invocations. For example, given the sequence labels

(1) and (1 '), the message with label (1 ') will not be invoked if message (1) is invoked

Dynamic Object Creation

The keyword new indicates that an object is created as part of the execution of an

object interaction graph.

Object interaction graphs are built for each system operation. This means object

interaction graphs are developed for each schema in the operation model. The syntax of

object interaction graphs is shown in Figure A-6.

A-5 Visibility Graph

The purpose of the visibility graph is to define the reference structure of classes

in the system. The notation of a visibility graph is a diagram and its components are

client boxes, server boxes, and visibility arrows.

Client Box

Client box represents the class requiring the access. A client box is a rectangle

containing the name of a class.

Server Box

Server box represents the object being accessed. A server box is a rectangle

containing a server label, which gives the names of the object and the class.

Visibility Arrow

Visibility arrow represents the fact that the client has access to an instance of the

server via an access path.

There are four design decisions to be made when considering the reference

structure of classes.
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Message Passing to CX>ject
system_cperatbnO

message_name (
parameter list) obj_2: Class_2

Message Passing to CX>jects in Collection

system_cperatbno

Dynam ic CX>ject Creation
system_cperatbno

obi-1: Class_1 create 0 obj_2:Class_2
1-------__

Sequence Information
system_cperatbnO

(1 )
message_name_aO obj_2: Class_2

(1.1 )
message_name_bO

obi-1:Class_3

Figure A-6 Message Passing

1. Reference Lifetime

When a client only needs to message a server in the context of a single method

invocation, access can be given through a parameter by a local variable of the method.

In this situation a dynamic reference is specified. It is denoted by a dashed arrow.
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When an object needs the same reference in many contexts, a permanent

reference is used. It is denoted by a solid arrow.

2. Server Visibility
A non-shared server object receives a message from a client exclusively. This

guarantees that, at the time of any method invocation, only one client has a reference to

the server. The server object box has a double border. The dashed outline is used for

servers which are a collection of server objects.

A shared server object receives a message from multiple clients. The server

object box has a single border.
3. Server Binding

If a server object will be deleted when its client is deleted, it is said that the

lifetime of the server is bound to its client. In this case, the box of the bound server is put

inside the client box.

When the lifetime of a server object is not bound to the lifetime of a client, the

server box is shown outside the client box.

4. Reference Mutability

When a reference has constant mutability, it is not assignable after initialization.

The keyword constant is prefixed to the server name.

If a reference is reassignable, themutability is variable.

The summary of notations in Visibility Graph is shown in Figure A-7.

A·6 Class Descriptions
After developing visibility graphs for all classes, the next step is to collate

information from the system object model, object interaction graphs, and visibility

graphs in class descriptions, one for each class. At this stage, the methods, some data

attributes and object- valued attributes for each class are established. The process of

developing class description is shown in Figure A-8.

The syntax of a class description is shown in Figure A-9. It consists of a class

name, immediate superclass(es), attributes of the class, and the methods provided by the

class. The visibility information of attribute qualifiers is documented by appropriate

keywords. Mutability of the attribute is given as constant and variable as appropriate.
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Perrnanert Reference

Mutability defaults to variable when not indicated in the class description. Sharing
information can be indicated as shared or exclusive. The default is shared. Binding

information is either bound or unbound. The default is unbound.

Visibility Reference Arrows

Dynamic Reference
--------------- ....

Server Lifetime Unbound

1 Class Name I-I------I..�I obi-1: Class_1 1
Server Lifetime Bound

Class Name

.. lobi-1:ClaSS_1 1
Exclusive Reference to Server Object

1 Class Name 1I- -I..�II obj_1: ClaSS_111
Exclusive Reference to Server Collection

1 Class Name
�-=--=--=--=--=--:1

1-- .._11 obj_1: Class_111
�-=--=--=--=-_=)1

Figure A-7 Visibility Syntax
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System Object Model

<, �ata
�ttribute

Visibility Graph

I +j��..:s 01H'-_--'
Object,� /
attribu�

ClassDescriplions
class ClassA is a ClassS
attribute attr: int
attribute b:shared bound ClassB

method methl ()
method meth2()

endclass

Object Interaction
GraphmEth10

b:Class B

D
mEth20 d:Class A

super"
classes '"

Class S

1
I I

Class A

Inheritance Graph

Figure A-8 The Process of Developing Class Description
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Each method is introduced by the keyword method followed by the name of the

method and its signature. Methods are derived from object interaction graphs. All object
interaction graphs in which the objects of a class participate should be considered

together. Messages sent to the objects (i.e., the incoming arrows) are collected together
to form the interface of the class.

class «Classblame» [isa <SuperClassNames>]

II for each attribute

[attribute] [Mutability]<a_name>:[Sharing][Binding]<Type>

II for each method

[method] -cmruimes-carglist» [:<type>]

endclass

Figure A-9 Class Description Syntax

A-7 Inheritance Graphs

When the initial class descriptions have been produced, the inheritance structures

required in a system are designed to position the classes in the classlsubclass inheritance

structures.
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(6.1)
(6.2)

10. APPENDIX B

B-1 Load Flow Equations
A load flow problem [42,43] can be modelled as a set of nonlinear algebraic

equations, the solutions are based on linear or iterative techniques. The solutions must

satisfy Kirchhoff's law, i.e., the algebraic sum of all flows at a bus must equal zero, and

the algebraic sum of all voltages in a loop must equal to zero. Equations (6.1) and (6.2)

provide basic equations for load flow calculation.

Let

s = P+ jQ
y= G+ jB

V· =1V-lej8jI I

Equation (6.1) can be written as:

*

R +J'n. =\1:*1·I � I I

=IV.lejOj "'(G .. - ]·B .. )V.le -jOjl � U U J

jei
(i=1,2, .... ,n) (6.3)

Equation (6.3) can be extended for each node i=1,2, .... ,n:

p. + ]'Q. =IV·I'" IV ·I(G·· - ]'B··)(cose·· + ]·sine··)l l l� J lJ lJ lJ U

jei
P. =IV·I'" IV·I(G·· cose., + B·· sine··)l l� J lJ lJ lJ U

jei

Q. =IV·I'" IV·I(G·· sine·· - B·· cose··)l l� J IJ lJ lJ lJ

jei

(6.4)

The difference between the specified power and the calculated power can be

expressed for each bus as:
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/).p. = P -IV· I� IV ·1 (G·· cos 0 .. + B·· sin 0 .. )

}
I IS I£..J) I) I) I) I)

jEi

ilQ· = Q. -IV·I� IV·I(G·· sinO·· - B·· cosO··)I IS I£..J) I) I) I) I)
jei

(6.5)

It is noticed from Equation (6.5) that associated with each bus of the network

there are four variables: the real and reactive power, the voltage magnitude and phase
angle. The objective of the load flow calculation is to find a set of Y; ,Oi (i = 1,2, ... ,n) to

satisfy a predefined set of values M;,ilQi(i = 1,2, .... ,n) for a given set of values

P;s' Qis(i = 1,2, ,n).

There are three types of buses in a load flow calculation and at each bus two of

the four variables are specified. It is necessary to select one bus, called the slack bus, to

provide the additional real and reactive power to supply the transmission losses. Since

the real and reactive power are unknown at the slack bus until the final solution is

obtained, the voltage magnitude and phase angle are specified. The remaining buses of

the system are designated either as load (PQ) buses at which the real and reactive powers

are specified or as generation (PV) buses at which the real power and voltage magnitude
are specified. If the total number of PV buses is r, there are (2n-r-l) equations that have

to be solved by the load flow program.

Applying the Newton-Raphson method to load flow studies, a set of linear

equations (Equation 6.6) can be formed expressing the relationship between the changes
in real and reactive powers and in the magnitude and phase angle of bus voltages:

M1 H1,1 H1,2A H1,n-l NIl N1,2A N1,n-l ilOl,

M2 H2,1 H2,2A H2,n-l N2,1 N2,2A N2,n-l se,
M AA M

Mn-1 Hn-1,1Hn-1,2A Hn-1,n-lNn-1,1Nn-1,2Nn-1,n-1
X

ilOn-1
(6.6)=

ilQ1 )1,1 )1,2 A )1,11-1 Lt,l Lt2A Lt,n-l ilV1/IV11,

ilQ2 )2,1 )2,2 A )2,11-1 �,1 �,2 A �,n-l ilV2/IV21
M AA M

ilQn-l )n-l,l)n-l,2A )n-l,n-l Ln-1,1 Ln-1,2A Ln-1,n-l ilVn-I!IVn-11

Equation (6.6) is called the correction equation. Each element of Equation (6.6)
can be calculated in the following manner.
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H -

a1l!J_ =: -IV· IIV . I (G .. s inO·· - B .. cos 0 .. ) J' � i
ij

-

a 0 j
I J IJ IJ IJ IJ of- (6.7)

n, ::::: �M; =IViILIVjl(Gij sinOij -Bij cosOij)o i jEi
I:i:i

H .. =IV.12 B .. + Q.II I II I

(6.8)

N .. = �IV ·1= -IV·IIV ·I( G .. cos 0 .. + B .. sin 0 .. )
IJ aV j

J I J IJ IJ IJ IJ (6.9)

MR L .

N - __l..IV·I= -IV· I IV ·I(G .. cosO .. + BOo SIn 0 .. ) - 21V·
ii

-

av.
I I

. .

J IJ IJ IJ IJ I

I JEI
j':i:i

N .. = -IV·12 G .. - p.II I II I

2I Gii
(6.10)

J -�=:IV.IIV.I(G"cosO .. +B .. s in f .. ) J·::j:.iij
-

a 0 .

I J IJ IJ IJ IJ
J

J - aIlQj_=:_IV.I� IV.I(G .. c o s f .. +B .. sinO .. )ii
-

a 0 .

I �. J IJ IJ IJ IJ
I J EI

j':i:i

J .. = IV· 12 G .. - p.
II I II I

(6.11)

(6.12)

L - �IV ·1= -IV·IIV ·I(G .. sin 0 .. - B .. cosO .. ) i= i (6.13)
ij

-

aV j
J I J IJ IJ IJ IJ

L
allQi IV·I= -IV·I� IV·I(G .. sinO .. - B .. COSOi'j·) + 21V·12 B ..

ii =::l I I £..J J IJ IJ IJ t II

aVi j ei (6.14)
j e i

L .. =IV·12 B .. - Q.II I II I

Equation (6.6) can be written as:

(6.15)

Where the coefficient matrix is called a Jacobian matrix.
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sr = HIl() +NilVflVI}IlQ = sse + LIlVflV I
(6.16)

Equation (6.15) can be expanded as:

B-2 Decoupled Newton-Raphson Method

The close relationship between the active power and bus voltage phase angles is

evident[44] in systems with modest loads and generally low RIX ratios in the

transmission system. Similarly the reactive power are highly dependent on bus voltage

magnitude. These observations are reinforced by examining the aPia () and a Q /a V

submatrices of Jacobian matrix. These submatrices are dominant in the Jacobian matrix.

This dominance suggests the approximation in which the ap lav and

a Q /a () submatrices are assumed small enough to be ignored.

Thus, /).p and Il() variables can be decoupled from IlQ and IlV variables:

sr = HIl() } (6.17)
IlQ = LIlVflVI

In this way, a set of 2n order linear equations has been decoupled into two

sets of n order linear equations. H and L coefficient matrices are changed during
each iteration and these matrices are not symmetric. The second simplification is to

consider that the phase angle between two ends of the line is small (usually not

larger than 10°_20°) and, therefore, the following equations can be assumed as true:

cos e ij
:= 1

}Gij sin()ij « Bij
2

Q. «IV.I BooI I II

(6.18)

The elements of H, L can be deduced as:

(6.19)

(6.20)
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Therefore, H and L can be represented as:

H= L=
o

BII Bl2 A BIn

B21 B22 A B2n
A

IVn I BnI Bn2 A Bnn

The correction equations for � P, � Q can be rewritten as:

o

Multiply Equations (6.22) and (6.23) with the following equation:

=

Bll Bl2 A BIn IVII*�eI
B21 B22 A B2n IV21*�e 2

A M

IVn I BnI Bn2 A s.; IVn 1*�e
n

o

BII BI2 A BIn
B21 B22 A B2n

A
=

o

-1

o o
=

The correction equation finally becomes:

MI/IVII BII BI2 A BIn IVII*�eI
M2/IV21 B21 B22 A B2n IV21*�e2

=

M A M

Mn/IVnl BnI Bn2 A s.; IVnl*�en
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(6.22)

(6.23)

(6.24)



�QI/IVII Bll B12 A BIn �VI
�Q2/IV21 B21 B22 A B2n �V2

(6.25)=

M A M

�Qn/IVnl Bnl Bn2 A s.; �Vn

The correction Equations (6.24) and (6.25) together with mismatch Equation
(6.5) form the basic equations for the decoupled Newton Raphson method. Compared to

the Newton Raphson method, the decoupled Newton Raphson method simplifies
calculations in the following aspects:

1. For a system with n nodes, the correction equations are two sets of n ordered

equations instead of one set of 2n ordered equations.
2. The coefficient matrix of correction equation becomes the imaginary part of the

admittance.

3. The coefficient matrix in Equations 6.24 and 6.25 remains symmetric and constant

during each iteration.

The process of solving above equations begins with assigning initial status of the

system, which includes voltage magnitude and phase angle for all buses, the real and

reactive powers for PQ buses, the real power and voltage magnitude for PV buses. Then

Equation (6.5) is used to calculate the difference between the specified power and

calculated power under given conditions. These differences are used to calculate the

adjusted value of voltage magnitude and phase angle for each bus which will be used for

the next iteration. The process is repeated until the difference between the specified and

calculated real and reactive power in all buses are within a specified tolerance.

The flow diagram of the load-flow study using the DNR decoupled method is

shown in Figure B-1:
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I Input initial network data

1 r

Form bus admittance matrix
y

u

Assume bus voltage V, (J

, r

Set iteration count

k=O

Calculate real and reactive bus powers

1

Calculate differences between

specified and calculated powers

1 r

< Test for Yes
- Calculate
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� No

and power
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Calculate voltage corrections +(�(Ji'�V; )
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r

Advance iteration count
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Figure B-1 The Flowchart of the DNP
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